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Foreword 

Problems facing the field of corrections are complex. We are 
all aware that th'ere are no easy answers or solutions. Those involved in 
the correctional system have to deal with the person convicted of a first 
and minor offence, as well as with those who are "repeaters" and who 
may be convicted of more major offences. 

Traditionally our Correctional Centres (prisons) have served as 
the primary resource for dealing with all offenders. In the last few 
years a start has been made in the field of community corrections. 

In March of 1973 the government requested the Department of 
Social Services to prepare a series of comprehensive proposals for the 
future development of correctional services in Saskatchewan. This 
document is a result of the planning activity of staff in the 
department. 

The aim of the government was to discover methods which 
would serve the real needs of our society for the future. The needs 
which I have recognized are the protection of society from immediate 
danger, and the long-run protection of society through the 
rehabilitation of the offenders. 

In brief, this proposal looks to a reduced emphasis on 
institutional programing and a gradual expansion of community
based facilities as their effectiveness is proven. The suggested emphasis 
is on the development of a balanced, integrated and flexible program 
which will make use of institutions and community alternatives: At the 
same time this would provide a wider range of options to our judges 
and magistrates in their sentencing of offenders. 

This present proposal is put forward as a departmental 
discussion paper, and should not be interpreted as a government 
position paper. It is our hope that interested groups and the general 
public will find this paper valuable for their discussion purposes. The 
Department of Social Services would welcome briefs, submissions, or 
generai comments .("Iffi the citizens of the province. The Corrections 
Co-ordinating Committee will also be scheduling a series of public 
meetings in various parts of the province in order to obtain public 
reaction to these proposals. 

I would invite you to take this opportunity of expressing your 
views and proposals. Only in this way will we be able to develop a long 
term strategy for corrections in Saskatchewan. 

Alex Taylor, 
Minister of Social Services 

CHAPT~RI 

Introduction -
The role and functions of 
corrections programs 

1.1 Purpose of the I'eport 

This document is not a detailed program plan for Saskat
chewan Corrections. It is an overall statement of primary program 
directions and of major resource allocations for the next four to six 
years. The acceptance of these directions and major resource 
allocations by the public, the government, the department and correc
tions staff, should permit and laster the development of the necessary 
programs. It will not however., guarantee any results. These will only 
come from the commitment, initiative and contribution of each com
munity, staff member, and offender-client, to the design and func
tioning of a wide variety of practical and flexible programing. 

This document is therefore intended as a report on where we 
are, and where we hope to go, in terms of guidelines. It is intended 
also as a discussion document, a broad management guide, and a staff 
development refe:-cu.<:e. It contains no magic solutions or instant cures 
for the pro blems of crimiG~tl behavior in our society. 

The ~",:ed. for a balanced and comprehensive plan to guide the 
over-all develo£lment of correcti,onal services in the province was clearly 
ider.tified in the ~{l.skatche\4:an Corrections Study Report of 1971. In 
order to keep things in perspective, it has to be recognized that most 
correctional problems have their root outside corrections proper, and 
that their solution can be anticipated only if better mechanisms are 
found to help in the planning and integration of the activities of all 
agencies having a role in alleviating the problems which lead to crime. 
Nevertheless, this does not lessen, but on the contrary intensifies, the 
need for internal planning if corrections is to contribute effectively to 
the over-all crime prevention effort. Corrections obviously needs a 
much clearer concept of the nature and scope of its rehabilitative fun
ctions' as well as the means of putting them into practice. Corrections 
also requires an information system which can identify the specific 
characteristics and needs of the clientele it serves, and determine more 
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precisely the results of all forms of correctional intervention. On the 
one hand, it is apparent that the correctional perspective must be 
widened with respect to its role in crime prevention and in terms of its 
relationship with the public at large, the private sector, federal agen
cies and the complex of criminal justice and social services. On the 
other hand, there is a need to narrow the direct service base of correc
tions to include only that clienteJe for which corrections is the most 
logical and appropriate resource. It is to these ends that the planning 
process is directed. 

As a result of this planning process, it is expected that the 
department will be in a position to undertake certain initiatives 
designed to achieve, through time, fundamental changes in the orien
tation, structure and programing of corrections so that it will be more 
suitably equipped to perform its role and function. It is to the 
definition of that role and function that this report principally ad
dresses itself. 

1.2 The criminal justice system 
The basic function of our laws (and law enforcement) is to 

regulate the relations of persons and property within our society. This 
total process is composed of five major areas of activity - legislative, 
policing, prosecution, judicial and corrections. While it is true that 
each of these areas exerts considerable counterbalancing influence on 
the other, for the purposes of this document the corrections area will 
necessarily constitute the primary focus, the other areas being con
sidered primarily in the context of their relationship to corrections. 

~\!\.s the judicial system is the basic point of entry into the correc
tional ~;ystem it must inevitably receive special consideration, 
inasmuch as it is in major part the role of corrections to fulfill the in
tent of sentences imposed by the courts. In sentencing an offender, the 
courts generally take into account the following factors: 

1. protection of the total society from dangerous individuals 

2. deterrence of the offender and other persons from committing 
criminal acts 

3. rehabilitation of the offender 

4. punishment of the offender 111 accord with the gravity of the 
offence'. 

It would seem appropriate that these factors should be taken 
into account in developing over-all corrections programs, as well as in 
choosing an appropriate treatment pmgram for the particular offen
der. 
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In addition to the above, however it is necessary to take into 
account the interests of various groups in developing corrections pro
grams and in assigning individuals to particular programs. The five 
major overlapping and interrelated sets of interest which must be 
considered with respect to corrections are: 

1. Interests of the general public 

• Protection from dangerous individuals. This implies adequate 
supervision of persons who present a real and present, or high 
potential danger to other individuals or to property. 

• Punishment of offenders, in order to deter other individuals from 
committing offences. Although the deterrent value of punishment 
is suspect, the expectation is that punishment should at least be 
determined by the seriousness of the offence committed. 

• Rehabilitation of the offender so that he may thereafter at least 
refrain from committing further offences, if not become a fully 
responsible member of society. 

• The rehabilitation, supervision and/or custodial processes should 
be carried out in an effective manner, while a reasonable cost
benefit ratio is maintained. 

• The determination of causes of various criminal behavior so as to 
reduce and prevent the future occurrence of criminal activity. 

2. Interests of the state 

• The maintenance of order within the total society by restricting 
the freedoms of offenders (as necessary) and by deterring offen
ders and others from breaching legal norms. 

• Ensuring that a reasonable balance exists between the civil liber-
ties of offenders and those of the genera 1 public. 

• Rehabilitation of the offender. 

• Provis;.an of corrections programs at a reasonable cost. 

• Prevention and reduction of criminal activity through the identi
fication of various policies and programs which address them
selves to the causes of crime. 

3. Interests of the offender 

• To maintain, insofar as possible, his basic civil rights including 
the right to vote, the right to a fair hearing prior to beir:g subject 
to sanctions for breaches of rules, and the right to a fair hearing 
and redress of his legitimate grievances. 

• To maintain his basic right, while in custody or under super
vision, to protection from dangerous individuals. 
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• To obtain help and assistance in an appropriate rehabilitative 
milieu which will better prepare him to live a fulfilling and pro
ductive life within the community, thereby avoiding further 
breaches of the law. 

4. Interests of the courts 

• To be provided by the corrections systems, with reasonable alter
native resources to sentence offenders in accord with the needs of 
society and the individual offender. 

5. Interests of corrections personnel 

• The provision, by government, of adequate facilities to allow for 
the appropriate maintenance in custody of dangerous offenders. 

• The provision, by government, of policy commitments and re
sources which will allow for the implementation of a range of 
rehabilitative programs which are necessary to meet the needs of 
offenders. 

1.3 Primary functions of corrections 

In the context of the above interests it is apparent that the 
corrections system must fulfill two broad functions, both of which 
have as their ultimate goal the prevention of future crime: 

1. Protection of society from individuals who present a danger to 
persons or property within the society. 

2. Rehabilitation of the offender. 

The former function includes restricting the freedom of 
persons who have, and are again likely to abuse the rights of other 
persons; restricting the activities of persons who have violated the 
property rights' of others; and restricting the rights of persons who act 
in a manner which is intolerably dangerous to or disruptive of social 
processes. However, when we consider that about 80 percent of 
sentence admissions for males are for persons receiving sentences of 
six months or less, it is obvious that a non-rehabilitative custodial 
approach can do little more than postpone the problem of criminal 
activity for a short period of time (about 4 months for those sentenced 
to six months). 

Given the short sentences received by pemons entering 
provincial correctional centres, it becomes apparent that the only 
method of providing the cQmmunity with the required long-term 
protection is by rehabilitating these individuals. That is: 

" ... For the ultimate protection of society, ... so far 
as practicable every offender [should] be given such 
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help, guidance, retraining and treatment, whether 
within or outside a correctional institution as is most 
likely to remedy or correct the conditions and to 
rehabilitate the person." 
(The Corrections Act, 1967) 

While the corrections system has eliminated some of the more 
severe injustices of the past by providing restrictions ~n the individual 
which are more in keeping with the gravity of the offence and the 
perceived needs of the offender, th~re is still ~ substantial reliance o~ a 
custodial approach to the protectIon of socIety. Indeed the custodIal 
approach continues to domi~ate p.rograms despite t~le. u.ndisputed fact 
that rehabilitative success IS qUIte rare and reCIdIvIsm extremely 
frequent. ... . 

The heavy reliance on the mcarceratIOn of offenders. m hIgh 
level security institutions has major disadvantages when apphed on a 
more or less universal basis (that is: without taking into account the 
level of social danger which the individual represents). 

First, the cost of maintaiI?:ing individuals in security institutions 
is high. When the "dangerousness" of the individual offender warrants 
total custodial care, incurring high costs seems reasonable. However, 
where the individual does not represent a substantial threat to society, 
but needs only some degree of supervision, the expenditure of large 
amounts of money on secure custodial care seems unwarranted. 

Second, since our corrections systems offer secure custodial 
care as the major alternative to open community programing (pro
bation and suspended sentences), other options fail to develop ad
equately. It is, therefore, not possible for the judiciary to sentenc.e. an 
offender to a program which allows for a balance between super.vIsIon 
and responsibility which is appropriate to the n~e.d f?r protection of 
society, the gravity of the offence, and the rehabIlItatIOn needs of the 
individual. In this situation, the individual who really needs only 
suptervisory assistance in ~evelopin9 and. ~aintaini~g an ~cceptable 
and responsible lifestyle IS placed m a ngid custodIal environme~lt. 
Rather than assisting him to organize his life in a responsible and m
dependent manner when returned to hi~ comn::~nity this situation 
generally limits his ability to make responSIble deCISIOns. 

In the context of the functions which the Saskatchewan 
Corrections System must fulfill, and bearing in mind the interests of the 
various groups affected by the corrections system, it b.ecomes apparent 
that Saskatchewan's Corrections System must be duected toward a 
clear cut and consistent set of goals. These goals must be based on a 
reasonable balance between the needs of the total society, weighed 
against the special needs of the various interest groups. 
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Only af~er ~hese g~als. have bee~ systematically stated, and fully 
accepted as pr~nciples, WIll it be possIble to evaluate and modify our 
present correctlons system. 

1.4 Social services and criminal justice 
!t is evide~1t that corrections shares a common goal - the 

protectiOn of socIety - with both the social service and criminal 
jus~ice systems of which it is a connecting part. Both systems derive 
their purposes from the existence of a number of distinct but 
i~terrela~ed . social. problems - poverty, child neglect, family 
dIs~rg~lllzatlOn, delinquency. an~ crime. Both systems, either directly 
or mdirectly, pursue an ObjectIve of crime prevention. The social 
service system, on the one hand, seeks to mitigate or alleviate the 
con~itions which. create social proble~s (including crime) through its 
serVIces for the dIsadvantaged or handIcapped (who are perhaps those 
groups most vulnerable to crime). To the extent they are successful, 
then, social services and allied agencies perform the vital function of 
preventing crime in the first instance. Criminal justice - and the 
;ourts . - seeks on the other hand, to protect citizens from the 
ImmedIate results or consequences of unresolved social problems, 
through the development and enforcement oflaw and the operation of 
an effective criminal justice process. These efforts, though differing in 
approach, in total constitute a second important level of crime 
prevention. Clearly, since corrections is a residual resource to both 
syste~s, and shares for the most part a common clientele, i~s central 
role 1~ one of. preventing recurring criminal activity by convicted 
offenae:s. ~hIs last and, perhaps, most difficult phase of crime 
preventIOn IS closely related to an overriding role for corrections, 
which is to identify those social factors which have led to offences 
being committed, and to bring these openly to the attention of the 
community. 
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CHAPTER II 

Proposed goals 
and principles 

2.1 Provincial corrections emphasis 
All forms of correctional activity are included in one of the two 

main functions corrections performs in the interests of, and for the 
protection of society. The first involves the short-term control and care 
of persons convicted of criminal behavior and considered an 
immediate threat to the well-being, safety or security of society. The 
second involves the rehabz'litation of offenders and the prevention of 
future crimes, particularly by removing or reducing the threat of 
further criminal acts by offenders after correctional controls are 
removed. 

It can be stated with some assurance that the provincial 
corrections system has performed the control function reasonably well 
and with relative effectiveness. The major concern is that it has indeed 
been too effective in this area, at the expense oJ the long-term interests 
oj society. There is every indication, for example, that controls are 
applied indiscriminately and totally to an offender population -
including many minor offenders and many young persons - which 
includes only a small proportion of offenders committing s~rl)usly 
dangerous or disruptive criminal acts. 1 At best, the system deprives the 
majority of such people of responsibility and illlitiative, and seriously 
impairs their ability to develop or return to a productive pattern of life 
in the community. At worst, it alienates and embittet:s offenders to the 
point where they are likely to become committed to criminal activity 
as a permanent way of life. 

It is evident that control is an important and legitimate 
function of correctiong which provides a real measure of short-term 
security for the public and, often, for the offender. However, the use 
of comrols must be discriminating, humane and clearly 
circumscribed, and COlltrols must be applied in such a way as to 
minimize the risks of future crimes by the offender. It is through the 
performance of the second function, the rehabilitation of offenders 
and the prevention of future crime, that the long-term interests of 
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society are best protected. It is in the latter area - in which correc
tions is generally acknowledged to be least effective - that correc
tional goals and principles must be focused. 
principles must be focused. 

2.2 Principles of a sound correctional system 
As an integral part of the planning process, a number of 

general principles, thought to be central to the development of an 
effective correctional system during the next few years, were 
established. They reflect our position on the most important issues of 
the day, though not necessarily all possible correctional concerns. The 
principles in question are listed as follows: 

1. The correctional system should be utilized only for those persons 
whose criminal acts have been substantially damaging to society 
and for whom the necessary controls or corrective treatment are 
not available through any other source. 

2. The primary emphasis in provincial corrections should be placed 
on programs which help offenders develop and maintain 
responsible and acceptable patterns of living in the community 
rather than on programs of short-term custodial care. 

3. Corrections programs should place responsibility on the offender 
in accord with his capabilities and excercise control only to the 
extent which is dearly necessary for the protection of society, 
including· the offender, or t9 achieve the objectives of his sentence. 
In accordance with this principle, the .correctional system should 
provide a range or continuum of programs with graduated levels 
of supervcision and structure which may be 'utilize.d as the 
offender's individual needs are determined.' ..' • 

4. Facilities which provide for the secure custody of offenders should 
be used as a residual resource for the care of persons who represent 
a clear danger to the public or .display an inability to function 
responsibly in a less structured community setting. Such facilities, 
however, should emphasize programing which will help inmates to 
develop the attitudes and skills needed to function responsibly in 
less secure settings and, e\entually, the .open. community. 

5. Corrections programs should be based, insofar as possi ble, in the 
offender's home community and designed to promote active 
participation by the offender, his family and community in the 
process of r.ehabilita.tion. 

6. The offender should be assured of reasonable access to 
rehabilitative or specialized treatment, training and support 
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services available to the ordinary citizen in the community and, 
wherever possible, such services should be utilized in preference 
to specialized corrections programs and services. 

7. As a matter of basic philosophy and a primary requirement of the 
rehabilitative process, the correctional system should respect and, 
to the fullest extent possible, accommodate the fundamental 
physical and emotional needs and civil rights of offenders in an 
areas of programing, including secure institutions. 

8. The correctional system and its individual components should be 
sufficiently flexible to permit appropriate adaptation of program
ing to meet the changing needs of offender populations, changing 
standards of service and changing patterns in the utilization of 
services by the community, 

9. The correctional system should be appropriately equipped to 
identify the causes of crime, to evaluate the effectivenes.s of service 
and to assist other agencies in the development of appropriate 
preventative and diversionary programs for potential offenders. 

Clearly, these principles reaffirm the department's commit
ment to rehabilitation as a necessary and attainable objective for 
corrections, However, they also reflect changing attitudes about the 
means of achieving this end. There are no longer any illusions about 
the magnitude of the task, nor about the limit'1tions and inadequacies 
of the knowledge, skills an.d techniques presently available to correc
tions in performing it. There are no illusions, either, about the utility 
of tr.eatment or conditioning methods, so popular in the past, which 
promise rapid, magical and complete "cures'~ for the criminal offen
der. Rathel' rehabilitation is seen as a relative term denoting a per
sonal development "process" which affeds individuals differently 
thro\lgh time, and which, if it is to succeed, requires commitment by .... · 
the offender, his family and community. From this perspective, the 
central role of. corrections is to provide programs, services and an 
environm.ent whic~. will facilitate or promote the desired process. . 

In order to develop a balanced correctional service which 
adequately rei1ect:s thi& approach, a major effort will be required to· 
arrest and reverse the emphasis on incarceration and custodial care of 
offenders as the major response to criminal activity. This will involve 
deliberate and planned development of programs in the non
institutional or "community corrections" sector to provide a more 
adequate range of selltencing alternatives to the coUrts. It will require, 
through time, considerable redevelopment and restructuring of 
existing institutional programs as appropriate alternatives to straight 
custodial care are made available. It will also require continuing 
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asses~m7nt of the needs and the .location of offenders entering the 
provmcial system as well as ongomg evaluation of the rehabilitative 
effectiveness of developing programs. 

The full operationalization of the stated principles will no 
doubt be a difficult task. In the first place, they are at considerable 
variance with many traditional concepts related to the correctional 
process, the parameters of correctional service, and its methods of 
operation. As such, they are not likely to be accepted readily by all 
sectors of the - public, corrections staff, or even the offender 
population. ~erhaps the most important barrier to their acceptance is 
the expectatlOn that offenders should be sentenced "for" punishment 
(which the principles reject) rather than "as" punishment (which they 
do not reject). Secondly, the implementation of these principles will 
require considerable realignment of programing policy, not only 
within corrections itself, but within many of the external systems with 
which corrections interacts. Third, and perhaps most important, their 
implementation is likely to present a degree of continuing risk. Such 
problems suggest, at least, that program innovations must be 
procee~ed with carefully and with adequate provision for proper 
evaluatlOn. 

On the other hand, there must be weighted against the 
difficulties and the risks, the long-term responsibilities of corrections 
and the long-term interests of society. We believe that society cannot 
and probably will not tolerate for much longer a system which 
appears, rightly or not, to be designed solely to achieve short-term 
goals or administrative convenience rather than to meet the real 
needs. Failure to act may result, at the least, in a continuation of the 
wave of dissatisfaction and unrest which has sweDt corrections in the 
past few years and, at worst, in the creation ~f large numbers of 
permanently alienated people and general disrespect for the law. In 
additio~ to these considerations, we believe that society, through the 
correctlOnal .system, has a special responsibility to protect and 
promote the mterests of the people whose freedom :t has seen fit to 
proscribe. Fortunately, the correctional system and the people of 
Saskatchewan have a strong tradition of innovation and refonn. Vile 
?elieve this. will help immeasurably in the development and 
ImplementatlOn of a practical, but innovative corrections plan. 

1. Assuming, of course,-that the majority of dangerous offenders are, in fact, sen
t~nced to long·term institutional treatment (over two years) in the federal correc
tIOns system. 
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CHAPTER III 

Saskatchewan Corrections Programs -
description and limitations 

3.1 Introduction 
It should be stressed at the outset that the purpose of this 

chapter is to set the stage for new directions in our corrections 
programs. As a consequence, the emphasis is not on extolling the 
virtues in many of the more progressive, desireable or successful 
aspects of existing programs. The objective is to present a critical 
assessment of the current situation, and the emphasis is clearly on 
determining those areas in which we fall short of the full potential. 

Thus, while this chapter may appear to concentrate excessively 
on inadequacies and shortcomings, it was not the intention to present 
a balanced picture of a program which compares favorably with most 
corrections programs on this continent and elsewhere. 

3.2 Major dilemmas 
In our society, the 'rehabilitation of offenders' is seen as a 

desireable and attainable objective of correctional activity. There is 
also a wide consensus that the present correctional efforts are falling 
far short of achieving that objective. 

There is much less consensus on what constitutes rehabilita
tion. Even if a case can be made that recidivism rates are important 
(they can be an index of policing efficiency as well as of correctional 
failure), the fact is that every individual or group in society is free to 
set'out private expectations for corrections, and to advance personal 
theo'ries on effective rehabilitative approaches. 

This situation, and the lack of factual data on which to assess 
the merits of alternative approaches and the potential for achieving 
expectations,' continues to pose a fundamental dilemma for 
c;orrections and, until it is resolved, there are limited factual grounds 
for measuring the real success of the system and to chart a more 
successful future. Nevertheless, through a systematic examination of 
all aspects of corrections - its clientele, programs and resources, 
structure and orientation - it is possible to draw some general 
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conclusions about our ability to perform a rehabilitative function. 
The following factors are pertinent to that examination: 

1. Residual contact with clientele 
The provincial correctional system serves a clientele which, for 

the m~st part, h(\;~ ~enefit~ed marginally from the range of health, 
educatlOnal and SOCIal services normally available in the community 
and, generally, have developed well established behavior patterns 
before entering the system. Moreover, they present a great range and 
~ariety of problems for which society expects and demands effective 
Immedirte solutions. Yet, their first contacts with corrections can be 
measured, by and large, in terms of days or months or, at the most, 
and rarely, two or three years. Immediate rehabilitation for all 
offenders, however defined, under these circumstances must be 
considered an unreasonable expectation for corrections - especially 
when similar expectations are not placed on. other sectors of our 
society which share the responsibility. 

2. Orientation to criminaljustice needs 
. The corrections system is strongly oriented to, and almost 

exclusI~ely structured to meet, the needs of the criminal justice system 
-- pUDlshn:ent, deterrence and control. These requirements impose 
on correctIOns an aura of punitiveness, rigidity and stereotyped 
appro.a~he~ to pe?ple. Yet it .is. ~dely acknowledged that the 
rehabilitatIve functIOn demands, If It IS to be effective, concern for the 
offender's rights and needs, in flexible and individualized 
programing. There is centred in corrections, therefore, a conflict 
between differing social requirements which is not easily overcome. 

3. Emphasis on incarceration 
As noted in the Saskatchewan Corrections Study Committee 

R~port, the province has traditionally emphasized incarceration as the 
pnmary means of rehabilitating offenders. As a result, the corrections 
~ystem has deployed an inordinate portion of its energy and resources 
~n the mainten~nce. of institutions which are largely outmoded, 
mhumane and Ill-sUlted for purposes of rehabilitation and which 
n:ay, .in fact, serve to promote or reinforce crime. Although the 
sltuatton has been gradually changing, it is clear that the 
Saskatchewan system, due to this circumstance, lags in the area of 
experimentation with alternatives which have more rehabilitative 
promise and potential. 

4. IsolationJrom the communz'ty 
. The provin~ial co:rections s~s~em, as a whole, has been largely 
Isolated, due to ItS reSIdual posmon and orientation, from the 
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community it serves. This isolation from most of the mainstream 
community even applies, although to a lesser extent, to programs such 
as probation and community residences which are based directly in 
the community. As a result, corrections has had limited contact with 
or involvement in programs of primary crime prevention in the 
general community. It has also had limited influence on public 
attitudes toward the treatment of offenders, or on modifications of 
criminal justice or social policies which, to a large extent, direct and 
circumscribe correctional options. 

3.3 Overview of the organization 
The system of adult correctional services provided by the 

province consists of three somewhat arbitrarily divided organizational 
components - probation, correctional institutions, and community 
residences. This system is loosely tied to parole and penitentiary ser
vices which are the responsibility of the federal government, and to a 
network of "after-care" services delivered mainly by and through the 
private sector, though partially financed by the province . 
province. 

Probation is the formal supervision of convicted persons for 
whom the passing of sentence has been suspended pending satisfactory 
compliance with such terms and conditions as may be prescribed by 
the court. These services apply to provincial statute and Criminal 
Code offences. The probation sector also delivers limited parole super
vision services. 

The institutional component includes one female correctional 
centre, located at Prince Albert and two male correctional centres 
located at Regina and Prince Albert. These centres provide security 
and treatment services for persons sentenced to terms of imprisonment 
of less than two years, and also house persons who have been reman
ded or who are awaiting appeal decisions on penitentiary sentences, 
and persons held at the pleasure of the Lieutennant-Governor or at the 
command of the Manpower and Immigration Department. 

The community corrections component includes community
training residences at Regina (2), Saskatoon, Prince Albert and North 
Battleford. These residences are designed to provide a structured-. 
living, work or training experience for selected inmates (prior to com
pletion of their sentence) and probationers. 

3.4 Basic program orientation 
The legislative base for correctional services is provided by the 

Corrections Act, 1967 (Sask.), the Criminal Code and the Prisons and 
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Reformatories Act (Canada). Its objectives, as set out in the Correc
tions Act, are: 

1. To protect society from persons convicted of offences under the 
criminal law ; 

2. To determine the causes of offences under the law; 

3. To provide help, guidance, retraining or treatment m correc
tional centres and in the community; 

4. To remedy or correct the causes of offences and rehabilitate the 
offender. 

The Corrections Act further recognizes that: 

"For the ultimate protection of society ... so far as is 
practicable every offender [should] be given such 
help, guidance, retraining and treatment, whether 
within or outside a correctional institution as is most 
likely to remedy or correct the conditions and to 
rehabilitate the person." 

(Preamble, The Corrections Act, 1967) 

These objectives determine the general direction for the 
development of correctional programing in Saskatchewan. At the 
same time, it is evident that they cannot be achieved except in the 
much broader context of society's over-all response to criminal 
behavior and the other public services which perform specific or 
general crime prevention functions. It is evident also that the implicit 
orientation toward rehabilitation of the offender in order to provide 
long-term protection to the public is an objective rather than a reality, 
The reality is that, despite agreement on the basic objective, correc
dons programing still relies on a highly secure, custodial approach. At 
best, this may provide society with short-term protection (for the 
duration of the person's sentence of less than two years) or, at worst, if 
one accepts the accuracy of claims that jails are little more than 
"schools ~or .:rime", may return many offenders to the community in a 
more soclaUy dangerous state on the expiry of their sentence than on 
their en try into a correctional facility. 

3.5 Access to the corrections system 

3.5.1 Judicial alternatz'ves 

The Saskatchewan Corrections System as with every other 
c?rre~tions system i~ C~~ada is a reactive or residual program depen
dmg In total on the JudICIal process for the provision of a client group. 
Such a system is based almost exclusively on a punishment model, and 
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while current objectives in our corrections system are basically 
rehabilitative in nature, all clients of the correctional system come ex
clusively from the courts. They come through a variety of judicial 
dispositions. 

1. The absolute or conditional d~'scharge is available to an ac
cused (other than for an offence for which a minimum punishment is 
prescribed by law or an offence punishable ~y imJ?risonm:nt for 14 
years oflife. or by death) where the court conSIders ~t ~o be m the best 
interests of the accused and not contrary to the publIc mterest. In such 
cases, the court may order that the accused be discharged absolutely 
or conditionally upon the conditions prescribed in a probation order. 
In such cases, the accused is deemed not to have been convicted of an 
offence and he, therefore, does not establish a criminal record. The 
use of this disposition in Saskatchewan is in an embryonic state. 

2. Levying of ji"nes is a widely used court disposition. Under 
this alternative, where the maximum penalty is a fine or when the 
court has determined that there is no public risk by releasing the of
fender, the fine is considered just punishment for the offence. If the 
fine is not paid, this disposition usually provides for a mandatory 
period of incarceration. In the majority of cases, the disposition of fine 
or incarceration in default is effective; however in the case of the 
economically disadvantaged offender, such a disposition can be con
sidered not only ineffective and costly, but indeed cruel and unusual 
punishment. 

3. The suspended sentence is available to an offender where 
the court, having regard to the age and character of the accused, the 
nature of the offence. and the circumstances surrounding its com
mission, may direct that the accused comply with the conditions of a 
pro bation order. The suspended sentence disposition is available to the 
offender in three forms: . 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Release under the conditions of a probation order. Such con
ditions involve keeping the peace and being of good behavior; 
however, it may also involve any number of reasonable con
ditions considered by the court to be desireable in ensuring the 
good conduct of the accused or for preve~ting the .comT?-~ssion of 
further offences. Such conditions usually mvolve supervlswn by a 
probation officer and may not include restrictions on the resi
dence of the accused. 

In addition to a fine or a period of incarceration, a period of 
time under the restriction of a probation order. 

The serving of a prison sentence intermittently and an. order to 
comply with the conditions of a probation order dunng those 
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times when the accused is not serving the sentence of con
finement. This alternative is usually viewed as "weekend punish
ment" for an offender who is not considered a danger to society. 

4. The sentence to a period of imprisonment is a widely used 
disposition of the Saskatchewan courts. In Saskatchewan, as well as 
every other province in Canada, this disposition can be excercised in 
either the provincial correctional centres or the federal penitentiary. 
An individual sentenced to a term of imprisonment of less than two 
years will serve his sentence in a provincial institution, whereas a sen
tence of two years or more will be served in the federal penitentiary. 
(This "two year rule" is without much basis in program requirements 
or constitutional law, and is being questioned by Saskatchewan and a 
number of other provinces at this time.) 

In Saskatchewan, the offender may, depending on his 
rehabilitative needs, serve all or a portion of his sentence in one of four 
correctional camps, he may serve a period of his sentence in a com
munity-training residence, or he may serve his period of imprisonment 
in one of the provincial correctional centres. 

3.5.2 Utilization of alternatives 
These judicial alternatives have not always existed in Saskat

chewan. The gradual development of these alternatives has resulted 
from dissatisfaction with the lack of alternatives available at the time. 
This desire to both humanize court sanctions and to make them more 
pertinent to the individual needs of the offender, has been reflected in 
amendments to both the Criminal Code of Canada and the statutes of 
the Province of Saskatchewan. The ammendments to the Criminal 
Code in 1972, for example, provided for both the absolute or con
ditional discharge and the use of the intermittent sentence. It is im
portant in understanding existing correctional services in Saskat
chewan, to examine the current pattern of utilization of judicial alter
natives. 

1. The use of the conditional discharge is in an embryonic stage. 
What we find is a relatively high use of this alternative by a small 
number of provincial judges. When this alternative is used, we 
find it most often applied to the first offender who circumstantially 
commits an offence and is subsequently charged in court. The 
judge will determine that there is no primary delinquent orien· 
tation in the accused and, therefore, there is little liklihood that he 
i'h;iU commit another offence. In such a case, the judge will either 
provide an absolute discharge, or he may provide a conditional 
discharge upon conditions of a probation order. In most instances, 
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such conditions will revolve around not getting into trouble again 
with the law. In the case of the absolute discharge, there is usually 
no involvement by a provincial probation officer. While no 
statistics are available to substantiate the level of use of this alter
native, there is a strong indication that it is utilized neither 
adequately nor consistently throughout the province. Considering 
this alternative in the light of the major principle of using only the 
necessary degree of control over an offender, one might have ex
pected that this alternative would be much more extensively 
utilized. 

2. The levying of a fine as punishment for an offence is probably the 
most widely used sanction in the Saskatchewan courts. Its use is 
most extensive in the areas of vehicle offences, and in the majority 
of cases it is an adequate sanction. The typical middle class citizen 
who is caught exceeding the speed limit or driving without due 
care and attention simply pays his fine and proceeds with his unin
terupted lifestyle, albeit somewhat lighter in the pocketbook. On 
the other hand, the economically disadvantaged citizen in the 
same circumstance frequently cannot pay his fine and therefore, 
must serve his default period in prison. In such cases, his total 
lifestyle is interrupted. He is removed from his family, his friends 
and his employment. As a result of his incarceration, he may lose 
his job, and his family in many cases has to be supported by public 
funds. At the same time, this citizen occupies an expensive bed in 
a provincial correctional centre and, more importantly, becomes 
labelled as a prisoner and ex-prisoner. 1 

The excercise of this alternative by the courts is not only expensive, 
hut is essentially dehumanizing. Another alternative more con
sistent with the first principle of a sound correctional system is 
urgently required. 

3. The use of the suspended sentence alternative has been available 
in Saskatchewan courts for many years; however, in recent years, 
it has been gaining in popularity. The reason for its increased use 
would appear to be two-fold. In the first instance, there would 
seem to be a recognition by judges that a large number of of
fenders do not require the control inherent in incarceration, that 
they may be seriously harmed or "criminalized" by it, and that 
there is much inherent value in keeping the offender in the com
munity. In the second instance, a major increase in the number of 
probation officers has meant that a much improved service is 
available to judges not only in urban but also in rural areas. It 
should be noted that the increase in probation services, while not 
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reducing the number of citizens incarcerated, has in part ef
fectively staved off the increase projected by the 1971 Saskat
chewan Corrections Study Committee Report. 

While initially it was thought that the use of intermittent sen
tencing would significantly reduce th.e social problems of in
carceration, this sentencing alternative is v~rtually unused by the 
courts. In 1972-73, this alternative, excluding Northern Saskat
chewan, was used no more than 12 times. Since the intermittent 
sentence has to be served in one of the provincial correctional 
centres and since these are located only in Prince Albert and Regina, 
it has become clear that this alternative was not viable. Statistics 
would seem to indicate that judges instead choose either the sus
pended sentence or incarceration. In principle, the intermittent 
sentence alternative is sound in that it provides for minili,..::;l dis
ruption of lifestyle and, at the same time, keeps the offender in his 
home community. It would seem, however, that it cannot operate 
well until more regionally·based correctional services become 
available. 

4. The sentence to imprisonment is a widely used court sanction in 
Saskatchewan. To respond to the use of this alternative, there is a 
federal penitentiary in Prince Albert for those citizens sentenced 
to more than two years, and the three provincial correctional 
centres for those sentenced to less than two years. The provincial 
correctional centre resources consist of two large centres for men 
in Prince Albert and Regina with a combined capacity of 560 
inmates. A smaller female facility, with a capacity of 52 (70 
maximum), exists in Prince Albert. The two male facilities were 
both constructed between 1913 and 1921. Both are immense, 
three-story buildings with stacked tiers of cage-like cells and a 
number of large dormatories. Consistent with the prison 
philosophy and architecture of the time, all cells are open (barred 
fronts) allowing absolutely no opportunity for privacy. The 
excessive use of steel, brick and plaster offers only a rigid and cool 
atmosphere. The absence of architectural division allows no 
segregation into groups, a factor which makes progress~ve 
correctional programing impossible. Over the years, major 
renovations and construction at the Regina Centre have made it 
only minimally more acceptable both from a program and 
standards-of-care viewpoint. The facility at Prince Albert remains 
basically unchanged since its construction and, as far back as 
1967, the Deaprtment of Government Services have identified this 
building as requiring total refurbishing. Minor renovations have 
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offered a new kitchen and dining room; however, the living 
9-uarters and general atmosphere can only be described as 
mhwnane 'Ind oppressive. The size and design of the facility 
~akes. differential treatment and adequate management 
ImpossIble. 

Fo~ many years, inmat.es were sentenced to either the Regina or 
Pnnce Albert CorrectIOnal C~ntre by virtue of their age and 
leng~h of sentence; however, smce 1971, with the recognition of 
the Importan~e of the community to the offender, inmates have 
been .sent to elth:r of these two centres by virtue of the geographic 
location of theIr home community. In the case of female 
offend~rs, resourc~s have not permit~ed a geographic sentencing 
plan so that the Pme Grove CorrectIOnal Centre admits females 
from the entire province. 

All correctional centres are required to detain individuals 
awaiting trial and! or <lppeal and all sentenced individuals be it 
for a period of time in default of a fine or for a definite se~tence 
up to two ye~rs less one ~ay. The current facilities usually operate 
close t~ maXImum capacIty. The Saskatchewan Corrections Study 
CommIttee Report of 1971 had projected that, unless deliberate 
diversionary decisions were immediately forthcoming, our prisons 
would be at least 100 over capacity by 1975 and a new institution 
for at least 200 inmates would be required, which would be filled 
to. ~ax.imum capacity by 1980. Out of recognition of the over
utIlIzatIOn of secure facilities, each of the male correctional 
centres .has developed satelite camps which are minimum security 
and WhICh relate to some extent to the communities in which they 
are loc~ted. Inmates are placed in these camps from the general 
corr:ctIOnal centre population on the basis of requiring little 
phYSIcal control over their behavior, and on the basis bf 
!equiring the program offered at these camps. On the average, 50 
mmates are provided for in our provincial camps and, during 
1972-73, a total of 312 inmates received service in the camp 
program. 

Sin.c~ 1970: the department has been operating community
tramm&, re.sldences. These were developed out of the recognition 
that ~ slgmficant number of offenders did not require the level of 
secunty offered at the correctional centres and would benefit from 
controlled community exposure during the latter part of their 
sentence. (With the assistance of the 1971 Saskatchewan 
Correcti~ns St~~y Co~mittee, there was a recognition that 
commumty-trammg reSIdences were but one component of the 
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much larger area of "community corrections:'. It was r~c~~ized 
that the community at large must take a major responsIbIlIty for 
the care of offenders if, in fact, there is to be substantial gain 
made in the attack on crime.) There are five residences in full 
operation. These residences have offered a community based 
service to 221 indi.viduals in 1972-73. This group accounted for a 
total of 8,444 days care. During their stay in the community
training program this group earned $80,100 in employment an.d 
training grants. In turn, they contributed $12,800 to,":ard theIr 
support, provided $6,800 to their dependents and paId $6,600 
income tax. 
Because many persons sentenced to correctional facilities are not a 
substantial danger to the community, but need some degree of 
supervision and control in developing more responsible and 
acceptable behavior, and because some persons do not ?eed t? .(or 
should not) serve their full sentence in a secure custodIal facIlIty, 
development of community-based correctional services with 
graduated levels of contr,ol should ?e has.t~~ed in order to limit the 
overutilization of expenslVe custod1al faCllIties. 

3.6 Limitations of the system 
It is apparent that the current syst~m. ::xists with. serious 

limitations, even within the present context of JudICial alternatives. 

1. The inadequate and z'nconsistent 11Se of the absolute and 
conditional discharge. This would appear to be an excellent 
disposition for most first and/or situational offenders in that it 
diverts them from active involvement in the correctional process. 
What is more important is that the offender who is given this 
disposition does not establish a criminal rec?rd. The ,Problem 
seems to be that there is no consistent use of thIS alternative by an 
judges in Saskatchewan. 

2. An O1ler-utilization of secure correctional facilities for: those 
offenders who are unable or unwilling to pay a fine. By virtue of 
the fact that an offender is given a fine option sentence, lt has been 
determined that he is not a risk to society and could be released 
immediately. At the present time, those offenders who .are not able 
or are not willing to pay a fine must serve a sentence m ou: costly 
and highly secure correctional centres. A program allowmg for 
other means to satisfy this sanction is imperative .both to beco~e 
consistent with our stated principles and to reduce the populatIOn 
in our correctional centres. 
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3. The probation services offered are insufficient to meet the 
demands of all the jJrovincial courts. At the same time, there is a 
serious lack in the probation services offered to native offenders on 
the reserves. Due to the lack of specific programs aimed at this 
substantial offender group, there is a failure to involve this 
cultural group in the rehabilitation process. 

4. The lach ?J. a co-ordint"i.te~ volunteer probation program. Allows 
only a mmlmal 0pp0,,'I:mlty to place responsibility for rehabil
itation on the community. 

5. The community corrections program centering almost exclusively 
around the community-traz'ning residences. As such, it is 
operationally viewed as an extension of the correctional centre 
rather than as an extension of the community. This inability to 
change focus has seriously limited the development of preventative 
correctional programs. 

6. Community-traz'ning residences are seen to meet the needs of all 
offenders who find themselves between z'ncarceration and 
probation. If such is to continue a cha.l1ge in program emphasis in 
community-training residences will be essential. 

7. There has been a lz'mited development of commum·ty·training 
resources for female offenders. 

8. Inadequate correctional fadUties for those offenders who do 
require incarceration. The two male correctional centres are too 
large, too old, inadequately staffed,' and, in general detract from 
modern correctional programing. 

9. The number of correctional facilities is inadequate to allow for any 
significant amount of treatment in the community. For example, 
there is no correctional centre in Saskatoon in spite of a high 
offender volume from this community. 

10. Current correctional centres are required to house varz'ous persons 
other than the sentenced offender, i.e. persons on remand, parole 
violators, persons detained by the Manpower and Immigration 
Department, persons sentenced to a penitentiary during their 
ap~eal ~eriod and individuals who are found not guilty by reason 
of msamty. The presence of these offender groups many of whom 
are convicted of offences much more serious than those committed 
by inmates sentenced ~.o less than two years, seriously undermines 
the service which can be provided to the sentenced offender. At 
the same ~ime, the non-sentenced population is not provided with 
those serVIces, programs and faC:~;.ies which are most appropriate 
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to its needs. Experience has shown that rersons in the remand 
units at the two major correctional centres for males, are 
frequently the major source of unrest and riots which subsequently 
spread through the whole institution. 

11. Current correctional facilities are inflexible and inhumane. 
Current physical facilities simply cannot ch(!.nge to adjust to 
program alternatives, and they provide a repressive rather than a 
corrective environment. 

12. An inadequate corrections information system. '/lie have only a 
crude mechanism with which to disseminate information to the 
public and to obtain accurate and current information about 
clients and programs. 

3.7 Need for new rehabilitation goals 
"Rehabilitation" in our corrections system is a catch-all term 

which covers a wide range of programing directed at desired 
behavior reform, including various kinds of training and remedial 
treatment or counselling aimed at attitudinal change. If, however, a 
primary rehabilitative goal of corrections programs is to assist 
offenders to develop skills that enable them to live in an acceptably 
responsible manner and within the law in the open society, then our 
existing programing fans short of fulfilling the rehabilitation needs of 
many offenders. Certainly, our traditional institutional education, 
vocational, recreational and other rehabilitative programs clearly do 
not fulfill this need for many offenders, particularly those 
incarcerated on relatively short sentences. 

Traditional academic educational programs and vocational 
programs (such as motor mechanics) should be made available to 
those who may benefit from them. There is clearly also a major need 
(both for short-term and long-term inmates) for courses in basic skills 
required to understand and adapt to society, and basic skills which 
may assist in obtaining the type of employment for which they are 
likely to have opportunities.2 

3.8 Geographic distribution of services 
The fact that existing corrections' programs do not allow for an 

adequate range of services to offenders in reasonable geograp~ic 
proximity to their home communities, results in the followmg 
problems: 

l. Family and social disruptions which are probably an inevitable 
result of incarceration are intensified by the distance of 
correctional facilities from the home community of some 
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offenders. (For example: it would probably be difficult for a 
woman incarcerated in Pine Grove in Prince Albert to maintain 
family and social ties in Estevan.) 

2. Programs (other than probation services) do not allow many 
offenders to receive correctional services in their home 
communities. This not only restricts an offender's ability to adapt 
or readapt to his home community on a somewhat structured and 
supervised basis, but also restricts the ability of most communities 
to become involved in the resolution of the communities' crime 
problem. 

Clearly, if corrections pro grams are to assist offenders to adapt 
their behavior to allow them to live in an independent and responsible 
manner in their home community (to which they are likely to return 
after release), corrections programing must be made available in 
reasonable proximity to the home community of the offender. 
Institutional programs do not meet this criterion in spite of the 
introduction of "geographic sentl"ncing" practices. In addition, 
although probation services are fairly ,"ell regionalized, the delivery 
system does not allow for exlensive supervision of persons living in 
smaller communities or on reservations. 

3.9 Community-offender-corrections involvement 
, When an individual commits an offence, the police apprehend 

him, the courts reach a decision as to his guilt, and if he is convicted 
he is often removed from the community and placed in a custodial 

corrections program, This method of dealing 'with deviant behavior 
has several major limitations: 

l. The offend~r is removed from the community, thereby allowing 
the community protection from his deviant behavior for a short 
period of time. This affords the community little oppo'rtunity to 
develop an understanding of deviant behavior which will allow it 
to develop better social programs to alleviate crime and to 
rehabilitate individuals early in the development of their deviant 

. behavior patterns. 

2. Corrections programs which rely heavily on high-security 
institutions with limited resources are not likely to assist offenders 
in d~veloping responsible behavior patterns in the open 
community. The development of responsible behavior patterns 
are further ignored when offenders are not allowed supervised 
leaming opportunities in the community, and when they are not 
assisted in utilizing the many specialized vocational, educational, 
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recreational, psychotherapeutic, and similar rehabilitative 
resources available within the open community. 

This limited utilization of community resources is evidenced by 
the fact that camps and community-training residences have 
provided services to only a limited number of offenders. Although 
there are several reasons for limited use of these resources, the 
major inhibiting factors are: 

(a) Both of these types of facilities have developed as adjuncts of, or 
resources for correctional centres, and therefore have not been 
extensively used for persons admitted for shorter sentences. Such 
persons should probably be considered for more extensive partic
ipation in such supervised living environments. 

(b) Persons are admitted to secure custodial facilities, and then some 
of them are transferred to supervised community programs, 
rather than being admitted directly to sl,lpervised programs when 
secure custodial care is not required. 

(c) Community-based programs are primarily used in conjunction 
with community employment opportunities, placing little em
phasis on utilization of other rehabilitation programing in the 
community. 

3.10 Continuum of resource for the courts 
Other than the various dispostions which do not involve 

corrections, the courts really only have two basic types of corrections 
programs to which they may sentence offenders. First, the offender 
may be placed on probation with supervision, in which case he receives 
a minimal amount of supervision while generally maintaining a 
I)ormallife in the community. Second, the offender may be sentenced 
to a period of incarceration in a secure, custodial institution. Without 
questioning the adequacy of existing programs in probation and 
institutions, there are several major problems related to this limited 
choice of services: 

1. The only real options open to a sentencing court are: minimal 
supervision under the terms of a probation order (and similar 
dispositions) or complete custodial care in a secure facility. Thus 
the court does not have an appropriate option for the offender 
who requires a structured living environment and supervisory 
assistance in modifying his behavior, but is not sufficiently dan
gerous to warrant complete removal from the community, by 
means of incarceration in a custodial facility. 3 
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2. Supervisory services available in places other than the . . h . . , major 
cen:re~ m t e provmce a~e hmited because it is not economically 
realIstIC to place a p~Obatl~n officer in each community. However, 
:net.hods of overcommg thIS problem (such as more extensive util
IZatIOn of volunteer probation officers) have not been thoroughly 
explored. 

3, ~inally, b:cau~e many statutes provide for a minimum period of 
mc~rc.eratIOn m. default of payment of a fine, and because no 
realIstIC alterna~Ives to mcarcer~tion in default of payment of fines 
have been avaIlable, substantIal numbers of pers 

'I '1" ons are un-
necessan y uti lZlng custodial facilities Although m f h '. . any 0 t ese 
I~carCer~t1ons cou~d be a:voided by removal of statutory limita-
tions on mcarceranon penods in default of payment of fines th' 
should not unduly restrict the process of removing such pe~so~: 
from secure custodial facilities. 

3.11 Existing security facilities 

Ot~er than t~e ger:~r,al overutilization and excessive 
concentra,t:on on ~u~todI.al ~aclhtles as previously discussed, there are 
some. addIt~o?,aI difficultles In the continued use of existing provincial 
secunty facIlItIes. These include: 
1. Pine Grove, (wome,n's correctional centre) has an unnecessarily 

large capacIty, havmg been built to provide secure custodial care 
for: about 70 females while in each of the last two years it had a 
~atly average of l~ss than 25 females under direct sentence, 
Further '. the secunty level of the facility is probably more 
appropna.te for the effective control of long-term prisoners (such 
as ;h~se III the federal penitentiary system), rather than the 
maJOnty of women admitted. 

2, While pans of the two provincial correctional centres for males 
are adequate, the living quarters are not appropriate for the 
development of reasonable rehabilitation programs, Nor does the 
structure ,of these f~ciIitie~ a~low for adequate segregation of 
offenders m accord WIth theIr dIfferent rehabilitation needs, 

3, Pr~nce Alb.ert Provincial Correctional Centre is deteriorated to the 
pomt that it urgently requires major renovation or replacing, 

3.12 . 
Programing for persons of Indian or Metis origin 
~n,~h.e l?ast corrections programs have given little recognition 

~o the speCIalIzed ,Programing needs of Indian or Metis persons. 
hurther, ~ltho~gh It has long been recognized that there are major 

s ortcomIllgs m much of the social programing for such persons 
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(which 'in part results from some programs being within federal 
jurisdiction and some in provincial jurisdiction) little has been 
accomplished in the way of federal-provincial co-ordination of services 
to meet the needs of this cultural gro up. 

3.13 Programing for youth 
The importance of emphasizing youth programing in any 

review of corrections programs is indicated by the large number of 
persons under 20 years-of-age who are incarcerated in provincial 
correctional centres, and by the large number of these persons who 
have previously been involved in juvenile delinquency programs. 
Major problems related to youth offenders include: 

1. The high number of young persons incarcerated indicates that 
crime prevention programing must receive considerably more 
emphasis than is presently the case. In addition, this information 
also indicates that early detection and treatment programs for 
juvenile delinquents are not as effective as might be desired and, 
therefore, should be subject to rigorous review. 

2. The structure of facilities does not allow for adequate segregation 
of youthful offenders from offenders who have adopted a more 
long-term criminal behavior pattern. 

3. The policy of setting a rather rigid arbitrary age cut-offfor youth
vs-adult correctional services doesn't allow for realistic provision of 
services according to the needs of the individual and society. The 
undesireable effects of this approach may be somewhat 
ameliorated by setting an age range which would allow referral of 
the individual to either adult or youth service systems in accord 
with individual and social needs. 

These and many other questions related to programing for 
young offenders are the subject of a separate review by the department 
in conjunction with the other provinces and the federal government. 
Whatever future course of action is determined as a result of this 
review, will undoubtedly have significant implications for the 
planning of adult corrections services. 

1. In 1971-72 there were 2,234 male admissions for non-payment offines, accounting 
for an average daily count of /\0.8 such males, or 14.6 percent of total demand for 
correctional facilities. The yt ar 1972-73 showed a slight improvement at 2,016 
admissions for an average of 76.7 persons per day. In 1971-72, .)62 fine option 
admissions for females accou:lted for 33.0 percent of time to be served (a daily 
average of 11.3 persons). In 1972-73, such women accounted for 310 admissions 
(9.3 persons per day on the average). 
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2. Many of the same needs undoubtedl a I 
cerated but who nevertheless d y PhP Y equally to offenders who are not incar-

. ' , 0 not ave access to approp . t '']'f kill" 
grams In the community. Basic life skills mi h . . na e I e s s pro-
opment, how to participate in social and l t I~clude: I~teq~ersonal skill devel
household budget management and econo~i~~ftIonal serVICes m the c0n;-munity, 
bank accounts and credit cards funct' d consume~ goods purchasmg, how 
consumer credit programs They . ~on, I an. comparatIve methods of utilizing 
understanding of the functions of :~yo~ a so. 17~0Iv~ t~e development of a basic 
of our systems of law and government Bso~la InstItUtIons an.d/or the operation 
blueprint reading, operation of small ~ U~SIC employment sk~lls might include: 
saws, Shingling of roofs, and repair of s q rt7ent . such as .radlal saws and chain 
(In addition to an emphasis on pot I?a

l 
e ecltncal applIances and machinery. 

. h entIa emp oyment Opportun't' h 
grams mIg t place some emphasis on skills which h' " lIes, suc pro-
the maintenance of his home or equI'pm h . t) e mdlVldual may later use in ent t erem 

3. Note: admittedly there now :ue cam s d '. . 
able for male inmates' however' .p a~ commuI1Ity reSIdence facilities avail
ities have generally be~n used as" In spllte 0 shomfe recent modifications, these facil-

. prere ease al -way reso r h I tence Inmates of provincial correct' 1 urces Lor t e onger-sen-JOna centres. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Client profile for service needs 

4.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapter, the limitations of the Saskatchewan 

Corrections System were examined in the context ?f the goals an~ 
principles established earlier as a base for ~he planlll.ng process. ThIs 
helped to determine where we are -in correctIOns and, In general terms, 
those arEas to which further correctional planning and :progr~m 
development should be directed. However, before proceedmg. ~Ith 
these tasks, it is necessary to take a much closer look at the eXlstmg 
client profile and corrections utilization p~tter.ns .. In order to d~velop 

ew and practical programing along the hnes IndIcated, we .0bvIOusly 
:eed to know in -much more specific terms :r~~o" our clIents are, 
where they are located, their needs and capabIlItIes and how they are 
using existing services. We also need to know much more about the 
province-wide utilization patterns which determine ~he total de~and 
for service and in part define the range of services whIch are reqUIred. 

required. . . I 
Since all of these factors help to detemnne practIca program 

options, a considerable portion of planning resou:ces were. devoted to 
the collection and analysis of available information on chen~ele and 
service utilization in the province. This chapter summarIzes the 
essence of the data, analyzes it in the c~nte~t o~ tl~e proposed 
corrections principles and examines the major ImplIcatIons f?r the 
future organization of services and program developx:u.ent : ObVIOusly, 
there are gaps in our knowledge about clients and .utII:zat.lon patt~r~s 
and most of our statistical information relates to mstitutIons. t,'hiS IS 
partly a matter of priority, past and present, and partly a reflectIOn of 
the limited "information" resources available .to the department -
resources that must be improved and expanded m the future. 

4.2 Utilization patterns 

4.2.1 Length ojsentence . . . 
Length of sentence has two majo.r Imr:lIc~tIons .. ~or 

programing. First, since clients are incarcerated In provIncIal ~ac~~~1~ 
under sentences of less than two years, (which means they Will 11 e y 
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serve 16 months at most) it is essential that programing be oriented 
toward rehabilitating the offender if the corrections system is to fulfill 
its function of provi.dir...s 60ciety with effective long-term protection. 
Second, length of sentence limits the amount and intensity of 
rehabilitation programing which may be implemented to influence 
the client. For instance, a person sentenced to 90 days incarceration 
will serve about 60 days. This is hardly a reasonable amount of time to 
allow for any kind of intensive rehabilitative programing in the 
institutional context. -

The influence of length of sentence on programing potential is 
particularly important when it is considered that: 

., male admissions to correctional facilities for non-payment of fines 
(for periods of 90 days or less) account for about 50 percent of 
institutional populations on an average day ( 1971-72 and 1972-73 
data). 

• male admissions to correctional centres under direct sentence for 
periods of 90 days or less account for about 60 percent of direct 
sentence admissions and about 20 percent of direct sentence time 
to be served. Equivalent data for sentences of 180 days or less are 
80 percent of sentence admissions and 40 percent of sentence time 
to be served. 

In sum, these figures suggest that almost half'of the correctional 
resources could be directed toward basic level rehabilitation 
programing and reintegration of short-term clients into the 
community, while at the same time, considerable emphasis on long
term programing is maintained. 

4.2.2 Total demandjor jacilz'ties 
The total demand for correctional facilities (institutional) and 

other corrections programs (probation) will obviously affect pro
graming opt.ions in corrections, in relation to available resources. 
In terms of total numbers, it is reasonable to assume that past 
experience will roughly define program requirements over the next few 
years. However, while it is necessary to maintain an awareness of the 
existing "target population", and of the distribution of this popUlation 
within various categories, it is not realistic to project this information 
into the future on the basis of a straight trend. Indeed, it is necessary 
to bear in mind that the total demand and utilization rates for various 
programs may be markedly affected by the administrative and 
programing changes, legal changes, and various sQcio-economic 
factors, including: 

• changes in classification systems which allow more inmates to be 
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eli 'ble for camps and community facilities may increase t?e 
de~and for these facilities and reduce the demand for secunty 

facilities. 
• development of alternatives to in?arcer~~i?n for non-payment of 

fines will reduce demand for secunty facilItles. 

• removal of persons who more appropriately require treatment (al
coholism, drug problems, psychi.atric treatment, etc.) may reduce 
demand for corrections programll1g. 

• other methods than the above two, of removin&" sf.).me actions from 
criminal jurisdiction, such as modifying laws, IS hkely to decrease 
demand for corrections services. 

• develo ment of more effective rehabilitative proce?ses s~~~ld 
reducePrecidivism, thereby reducing de~and ~or secunty faCIlIties 
or at least alleviating the increases projected m the Saskatchewan 
Corrections Study Committee Report. 

• chan es in economic and social programs c?mbined with an 
expa~ded emphasis on preventative p:ogra~ll1g :nay decr~s~ 
demand for all corrections programll1g, mcludll1g custo Ia 

facilities. 
If it is not possible to precisely predict the r.e~ults or effecti~e-

f such changes it is at least clear that declSlve and effectlve 
~~;~o~ in removing fr~m costly cust.odial f~cilities, those persons who 
can be more effectively provided wIth serVIces elsewhere, :an change 
the utilization of corrections services. In short, the correctIOnS sy~te~ 

do more than react to a major social problem. It c~n posIt~ve y 
~~~ct the problem, thereby at least sl?wing (if.not reversll1g) proJect-
ed increases in the demand for correctiOnal serVIces. . 

In the context of the above, the following data p;ovldes. some 
indications of past utilization of institutions. Furth~r, 1: pr?V1~eS ~ 
limited picture of the range of purposes to whIch ll1Stltutlona 

programing has been directed. . .. 
In 1972-73 provincial correc~ional . faCilItIes for males held 

about 570 persons on an average day, mcludmg: 

• about 75 incarcerated for non-payment of fines 

• about 445 under direct sentence 

• about 40 remanded individuals 

• about 5 awaiting transfer to federal facilities 

• about 3 for other reasons 
(The latter three groups are held in remand units.) 
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In 1972-73 provincial correctional facilities for females held 
about 29 persons on an average day including: 

• about 9 incarcerated for non-payment of fines 

• about 20 under direct sentence 

4.2.3 Geographz'c distr£butz'on 
As with most service delivery systems in Saskatchewan, the 

service potential of the corrections system within the offender's home 
community is limited by the fact that a comparatively small 
population is widely dispersed over a large geographic area. Thus, for 
those persons who must be incarcerated, it will be necessary for a large 
percentage to be placed in custody in facilities a substantial distance 
from their home communities. (For example: a sufficient demand for 
secure custodial care to allow for the establishment of a viable facility 
does not exist in Swift Current, Estevan, Yorkton, Melville, Meadow 
Lake, La Ronge or Moose]aw, among others.) This must create some 
additional social and personal disruptions beyond those which are 
bound to occur with incarceration in a secure custodial facility. 
Further, even those persons who require supervisory assistance, as may 
be available in community correctional facilities may have to be relo
cated at some distance from home communities which have insuffi
cient demand to allow for the establishment of such a service on a 
reasonably economic basis - this would inclued persons from such 
communities as Estevan, Tisdale, Lloydminster, Big River and many 
other smaller centres. Finally, it is even difficult to provide adequate 
supervisory and counselling services to many probationers in small 
communities which are located a substantial distance away from cen
tres with Department of Social Services offices. 

For this reason, it is necessary to view the province as composed 
of many small areas which can then be combined to allow reasonable 
transportation accessibility and a sufficient demand to justify basic 
level services. These areas can then be further combined to permit 
more highly structured and supervised services and facilities. The 
following information briefly describes geographic distribution for the 
three major service areas.! 

• The northern area (including Meadow Lake, Shell brook, Prince 
Albert, Melfort-Tisdale and areas north) accounted for a daily 
average of 124.4 males incarcerated on direct sentence and 26.6 
males incarcerated in default of payment of fines, in 1972-73. In 
the same year this area accounted for 293 male admissions to 
supervised probation with a requirement of 349.9 man-years of 
supervision. 
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• The central area (Saskatoon and North Battleford areas) 
contributed daily averages of 119.1 males on direct sentence and 
13.7 males in default of fine payment. In addition this area 
accounted for 257 male admissions to probation, requiring 269.9 
man-years of supervision. 

• The southern area (including Swift Current, Moose Jaw, Regina, 
Yorkton-Melville, and Weyburn-Estevan areas) accounted for. a 
daily average of 199.5 males on direct sentence, and 36.5 In 
default of fine payment. This area also admitted 524 males to 
probation requiring about 553 man-years of supervision. 

4.2.4 Fluctuations in inmate population 

Fluctuations in the number of clients receiving services from 
corrections service delivery systems have two major effects on 
correctional programing. 

(a) While the service delivery systems should be designed to fulfill the 
total annual demand for service, it is not sufficient to plan only 
for daily or monthly average demands. Rather it is necessary to 
strike a balance between adoption of a highly economical system 
which will handie the avarage demand, and a more costly system 
which has a complete capacity to fulfill service requirements 
during times when demand for service is at a peak. Further, 
all subsystems of the corrections ?elivery system sho,:l.ld ~e 
compatible taking into account servI~e .demand flu~tuatlOn~ I~ 
the other subsystems. In addition to thIS mternal consIstency, .It IS 
required that corrections service delivery subsystems take Into 
account demand patterns in related social service and 
rehabilitation programs. 

(b) Further, fluctuations in service demands tend to be greater (as a 
percentage of the average) as the size .of the service a~ea 
decreases. For example the inmate population for males servmg 
time on direct sentences to be served in provincial facilities in 
1972-73 ranged hetween 530 and 370 (that is: between 119.6 
percent and 83.5 percent of the daily average of 443.0 i.nmates. 
On the other hand similar figures for the Yorkton-Melville area 
are a range of 34 to 12 (or betw~en 161.9 perce~t and 5.1 '.1 
percent of the daily average of21.0 mmates). For thIS reaSOD.It IS 
apparent that the extent to which services. can .be eco~o~ically 
provided in the offender's home commu11lty Will be hmited by 
these fluctuations in demand. 
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These fluctuations occur both in the short-term (monthly and 
annually) and the long-term (over a five year time span). For 
example: 

(a) ~'hort-term 

'm 1972-73, males on direct sentence to be served in provincial 
correctional facilities accounted for an average daily inmate 
population of 443.0; however, the number ranged as high as 530 
on at least one day. This means that facilities designed to 
accomodate the maximum demand (530) would only be utilized 
to 83.6 percent of capacity on a yearly basis. 

(b) Long-term 
The annual or monthly average daily census of provincial 
correctional facilities for males gives a partial view of the long
term fluctuations in demand for services. This data provides 
some picture of the demand fluctuations. They do not, of 
course, provide the extremes in terms of the daily high or daily 
low inmate counts. Total annual demand fluctuations become 
apparent from annual average daily census data for the past five 
years. Average daily census of male inmate populations in 
provincial corrections facilities was: 1968-69 - 612.7; 1969-70 
- 521.6; 1970-71 - 521).8; 1971-72 - 572.2; 1972-73 - 539.6 

These fluctuations become even more apparent in light of the 
fluctuations in monthly average daily census illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
While the Saskatchewan Corrections Study Committee Report 
predicted massive increases in security bed requirements, it appears 
that available information does not bear out those projections, or 
provide a substantial basis for any other projected inmate population. 
From available information it is not possihle to realistically project an 
increased, decreased or static demand for security facilities in the long
term (5 years or more). Rather, this information should only be used 
to provide general demand guidelines. This should also emphasize the 
major need for flexibility in corrections programing and facility 
design, as well as the need for an information system which will 
provide timely information allowing program management staff to 
modify programing (both short-term and long-term) in accord with 
identified and changing needs. 

Obviously, both short-term and long-term fluctuations in 
inmate popUlations and other service demands must be accounted for 
in any programing planned andlor implemented. This does not 
mean, however, that it is necessary (or even desireable) to provide 
service programing capabilities that will fully meet both short-term 
and long-term demands at a maximum projected capacity. Rather, 
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programing must be sufficiently "overbuilt" (in relation to average 
service demand) in order to ensure that short-term peflk fluctuations 
in demand may be accommodated. This will mean that programs in 
the'short-term should be capable of adaptation to provide a full range 
of services to about 20 percent above the average demand. On the 
other hand it is not possible to predict long-term demand with any 
great precision. Therefore, the most reasonable solution is to ensure 
that programs are sufficiently flexible to adapt to long-term changes 
in demand, and that contingency planning for facilities is sufficiently 
flexible to allow for addition of new facilities or alternate use of 
operational facilities on reasonably short notice. 

The requirement of flexibility dictated by past demand 
fluctuations (short-term and long-term) has two major implications 
for corrections programing which requires exclusive use of facilities by 
the particular corrections service delivery program: 

1. Facilities that are built or purchased by the government (as 
opposed to short-term rented space) should be structured to 
accommodate a somewhat larger than average demand. However, 
every effort should be made to limit the need for overbuilding to 
totally accommodate the demand on those occasions when peak 
capacity is reached. Methods of attaining this include: designing 
some client bedrooms so that they could provide accommodation 
for two persons as required, design of as much floor space as 
possible for multipurpose utilization, and providing flexibility to 
enable some temporary shift of client population to less secure 
facilities. 

2. Some facilities that are built or purchased by the government 
shouid not be designed exclusively as correctional facilties. 
Rather, they should be capable of alternate uses in order to allow 
for adaptation to long-term and semi-long-term fluctuations in 
demands for services. 

Finally, considering that long-term operating expenses often 
substantially outweigh capital costs in social programing, the staffing 
implications of all corrections programs or proposed changes in 
corrections programs should receive due consideration. Since it is 
planned to move toward smaller, community-based corrections 
programs, efforts should be made to utilize appropriately qualified 
corrections personnel in the various corrections service delivery 
systems. The development and implementation of patterns of 
personnel utilization which are based on client and program needs 
should apply within individual corrections delivery systems, in relation 
to other corrections systems, and with respect to other social and 
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rehabilitation service~. Utilizing the most appropriately qualified 
personnel to do the job, both within and outside corrections, can not 
only enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of corrections 
programing, but should also foster a better integration of social and 
rehabilitative delivery systems operated by the three levels of 
government and private agencies. 

This approach has several advantages: 

1. More integrased utilization of Department of Social Services staff 
should allow for the delivery of a more comprehensive range of 
services without hiring excessive numbers of specialized staff ~hose 
skills would not be fully utilized within anyone service delivery 
subsystem. 

2. Utilization of staff in several service systems would not only 
enhance the ability of the department to adapt to fluctuating 
service demands, but would also contribute to the professional 
development of staff. 

3. Utilization of community resources to as great an extent as 
possible will broaden the range of prognl.l'ns available in the 
community. 
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4.3 Socio-economic characteristics of client groups 

4.3.1 Responsz'bz'lz'ty level 

Although it is reasonable to assume that all persons receiving 
direct sentences to correctional facilities are to some extent lacking in 
abilities to live within the community in a responsible and socially 
acceptable manner, it is not reasonable to assume that they are all so 
dangerous or so incapable of acting in a responsible manner that they 
must be completely removed from the community and placed in close 
custody. Rather, some will require custodial care while others require 
only some degree of control on their behavior. (Of course the degree of 
control will vary from individual to individual and from time to time 
during the individual's participation in corrections programs.) At any 
rate, if long-term and short-term protection of the public is to be 
successfully achieved, it is necessary to place controls on the individual 
to the extent that he is a real danger to society. 

Admittedly, present methods of gauging responsibility levels 
are not particularly precise,2 and it is not possible to provide 
completely satisfactory statements concerning responsibility levels 
of dients. However, it is apparent that corrections programing must 
account for this major rehabilitative need of clients and that the 
choice of a corrections service program for the individual should be 
based on the best possible judgement of each individual's ability to act 
in a responsible and acceptable manner and on his demonstrated need 
for supervisory assistance in f~rther developing this. ability. 

4.3.2 Soda) and z'nterpeTSonal sk£lls 

Although no reliable data is available, a brief review of the 
employment history of inmates and ex-inmates of provincial 
correctional facilities reveals that their unemployment rate is high, 
and that even when they obtain employment, it is generally sporadic 
or short-term in nature. This does not indicate that such persons are 
unique within society, but it does indicate that they.do have special 
problems in dealing with the social and economic environment within 
which they live. Whether this is a problem of society or of the 
individual, it must be accepted that such persons do not have the 
necessary social and economic skills to enable them to adequately 
function within the existing system. The development of such skills, 
and generally of the ability to cope with and to productively utilize 
various resources and programs in our society, suggests itself as a 
rna jor correctional thrust. 

In 1971-72, at least 235 persons were admitted to correctional 
facilities fo r commission of offences against the person (at least 11. 9 
percent of all admissions on direct sentence). The large numbers of 
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persons sentenced for this type of offence suggests a need for a maj~r 
emphasis on interpersonal responsibility and skill development in 

corrections programing. 

\ 

4.3: 3 Previous correctional experiences 
Because accurate recidivism rates are not available, it is not 

possible to state what percentage of persons complete their sentences 
(direct sentence, fine optio~ or probation) and th~rea~ter ~o not 
return to the corrections serVice as offenders. Information IS avallable, 
however, on previous incarceration and on previous contacts with 
other corrections service systems. It may be summarized as follows: 

• Of 1,082 male admissions to provincial correctional facilities on 
direct sentences of over two months but less than two years, 728 
(67.3 percent) had previously been incarcerated at least ~ne ~ther 
time in a provincial corrections facility or a federal pemt~ntla~. 
Of this group 363 (33.6 percent) had one or t:vo prev~ous ~n
carcerations, 182 (16.2 percent) had three to fIve previOUS m
carcerations, and 183 (16.9 percent) had six or more previous in
carcerations. 

• Of the above described 1,082 admissions, 431 (39.9 percent) had 
previously been on probation, 70 (11.8 percent) had previously 
been clients of juvenile delinquency service programs.3 

While the above information does not accurately reflect the 
success of past correctional programing, it does at least suggent that 
the provincial correctional facilities are admitting a substantial 
number of persons who do not appear to be particularly amenable to 
the "rehabilitative effects" of secure institutional programing. This 
group probably comprises at least 60 percent of average daily direct 
sentence populations. . . . . 

In addition, the above informatlOn mdlcates two major 
problem areas. First, a large portion of sentence admissions are for 
persons who have never had the opportunity to improve their ability Jo 
live in the open community with some supervisory assistance from a. 
probation officer. This seems primarily so with those older i~mat~s 
who probably began their "careers" prior to recent expanslOns. m 
probation services. Second, although the "success rate" of probau?n 
cases cannot be determined, it does appear that there are substantial 
numbers of persons for whom the comparatively mini~al .level of 
supervision received while on probation in the commurilty IS not a 
sufficient rehabilitative force. 

In sum, available information does not enable evaluarion of 
the effectiveness of probation or custodial care. However, it is 
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apparent that there are a substantial number of persons sentenced to 
corrections facilities each year whose experiences in either minimally 
supervised, open-community probation programs or in secure 
custodial programs apart from the community, have not sufficiently 
integrated or reintegrated them into the community. Therefore, it 
seems clear that some persons incarcerated find neither a minimal
supervision probation program, nor a secure custodial program to be 
an appropriate JIlilieu to motivale them to develop the necessary 
abilities to live in the open community without breaching the law. 

4.3.4 Age 

Although the age of a particular offender is probably not 
nearlJ: . as. import.ant as many other factors in determining 
rehabilItauon reqUIrements, age breakdown of over-all admissions is 
nonetheless important for several reasons: 

19 First on a general basis, age provides some indications of qualities 
of offenders which should be taken into account in corrections 
programing. (It is not claimed that the following are age 
determined factors, but rather are generally accepted to bear 
some relationship to age). Because age generally provides some 
indication of probable maturity levels and interests of offenders, 
age breakdowns should be considered in developing rehabilitative 
and recreational programs. Also, insofar as age provides some 
indication of length of time away from formal education programs 
and perhaps, therefore, of the ability to readapt to this type of 
programing, as well as delimiting the range of available 
occupational opportunities for some persons, age breakdown and 
vocational programs will be made available. 

• Second, inasmuch as many social activities can be broken into 
activities directed at, or primarily participated in by particular 
age groupings, age breakdowns provide some indications of the 
~ost . pr?~~ctive t~rget. areas~or preventative or follow-up 

'. programmg. . . . 

• Third, because special programs for youth offenders, including 
changes in legislation respecting juvenile delinquency: have been 
receiving active consideration, it is necessary to know age 
breakdowns in order to allow sufficient program flexibility to 
enable adaptation to changes which may result. 

• Fourth, age-related factors may have a limiting effect on 
~apabil.ities or potentials for competition in the economic system 
(lllcludlllg, among others, the individual's ability to raise the 
necessary funds to pay fines.) Such factors may also limit the 
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. individual's ability to take part in some types of programs (such as 
alternatives to incarceration for non-payment of fines). Clearly 
age must be taken into account in reviewing both the type of 
demand for institutional facilities, and methods of alleviating this 
demand. 

Since age affects rehabilitative, educational, vocational, and 
recreational programing the following data will help to provide some 
general direction. Generally, it points out the youthfulness of our 
existing institutional populations, which would indicate a major 
need for preventative programs directed toward adolescents, and for 
major emphasis on rehabilitation of offenders to avoid increases in 
inmate populations resulting from repeat admissions. 

• In 1971-72, males aged 17 years or less accounted for 356 direct 
sentence admissions, or 17.3 percent of all male direct sentence 
admissions, and 18.4 percent of time to be served on direct 
sentence. 

• In 1972-73, males aged 17 or less accounted for 399 direct 
sentence admissions, or 20.4 percent of direct sentence 
admissions, and 20.3 percent of time to be served by males on 
direct sentence. 

• In 1971-72 females aged 17 years or less accounted for 37 direct 
sentence admissions, or 20.9 percent of direct sentence admissions, 
and 23.1 percent of time to be served by females on direct 
sentence. 

• In 1972-73 females aged 17 years or less accounted for 31 direct 
sentence admissions, or 23.7 percent of direct sentence admissions, 
and 23.1 percent of direct sentence time to be served. 

In addition to the above information, which has implications 
for contingency planning related to adoption of youth offenders 
legislation, as well as demonstrating a need for major emphasis on 
rehabilitation, data is available concerning past correctional 
experiences, education and marital status by age, crime type and 
length of sentence (for direct sentence admissions of over 60 days for 
males in 1972-73). All of this data may be utilized at the program 
planning stage. Although this data is available, it will only be stated 
here that offenders aged 19 or less received slightly shorter sentences 
on average than older offenders. Similarly, this age group also had a 
somewhat lower percentage of incarcerations for crimes against the 
person. 

Finally, if it is accepted that involvement in the types of 
activities which I'esult in the incarceration of persons in provincial 
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correctional facilities is age-related, this province is probably on an 
upward trend in youth offences which will hit a peak within five to 10 
years, and then will slowly taper off (See Table 4.2) 

Table 4.2 

Age 

0- 4 
5- 9 

10 - 14 
15 - 19 
20 - 24 
25 - 29 
30 - 34 

Saskatchewan population by sex and age 
(by 5 year a[{e [(roups) 

Male 
40,651 
45,414 
52,208 
50,511 
36,254 
27,824 
23,145 

Sex 
Female 
38,932 
43,366 
50,493 
48,434 
35,012 
27,679 
23,639 

Total 
79,583 
88,780 

102,701 
98,945 
71,266 
55,503 
46,784 

Source: Saskatchewan Hospital Services Plan Population Statistics 
as of June, 1973. 

This information appears to indicate two requirements in 
corrections planning. First, programing and facilities should be 
sufficiently flexible to adapt to a potential increased demand pattern 
without resulting in massive overbuilding of facilities. Second, 
preventative programing for youth should be undertaken as rapidly 
as possible in order to avert this potential increased demand. 

4.3.5 Education 

The formal education level attained by a particular client, like 
age probably has little direct effect on his particular rehabilitation 
requirements. However, like age, education level is generally 
associated with various factors which should be taken into account in 

. modifying rehabilitation, recreational, educational and vocational 
programing. 

As is the case with age-related factors, educational limitations 
of some persons admitted to correctional facilities for non-payment of 
finc;s must nec~ssarily have an effect on their ability to participate in 
socIety. In partIcular, as educational limitations affect the individual's 
~bility to I?articiI;'ate in p~ograms which are alternati~es to fine 'option 
IncarceratIons, InformatIon concerning education levels of such 
persons must be considered in designing programs to alleviate this 
unnecessary demand on correctional institution facilities. 
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Pilthough education data might provide some useful direction 
for recJ:eational and rehabilitative programing for all persons 
incarcerated on direct sentence, such data is not available for all 
offenders. Rather, data on educational levels of persons admitted for 
more than 60 days, but less than two years, was gathered according to 
age and length of sentence. This was done prima~ily in order to 

provide some indication of the educational and vocatIOnal needs and 
potentials of persons who will be in the service system long enough to 
utilize a formal educational and vocational programs. 

Of the 1,081 male admissions on direct sentence of over 60 days 
but less than two years: 

338 (31.2 per cent) had 7 or less years of schooling 

594 (54,9 per cent) had 8 to 10 years of schooling 

122 (11.3 percent) had 11 ormoreyears but had not completed 
a post-secondary program 

8 (0.7 per cent) had completed a post-secondary program 

19 (1.8 per cent) unknown or not recorded 

Considering that about 86 percent of males admitted on direct 
sentence for 61 days or more have had 10 or fewer years of formal 
education, and considering that about 31 percent have had seven ?r 
fewer years of formal education, it becomes apparent that the. m~m 
formal education empha3is of corrections programs must be on J~mor 
and senior upgrading programs. This should. also affe.ct vocatIonal 
program planning in that vocational educatIO~ of~er~ng~ must be 
structured to allow, or compensate formal educatIOn lImItatIons o~ the 
cli.ent population, In addition, in ,li~ht of. for~al educa,tIon, 
consideration should be given to proVldmg baSIC skIlls educatIonal 
programing rather than formal upgrading or vocational programs. 

4.4 Ethnic background 
In recent years it has been widely accepted that socio-economic ' 

background, in large part, molds the individual's attitudes, va~ues and ; 
behavior patterns. If for no other reason, the above ne:essltates at 
least a brief review of the ethnic breakdown of corrections system 
client populations. 

The data presented below is confined t? a breakdown of ~he Ii 
Indian and Metis offender population, reflel:tmg the overwhelmmg I 
fact that persons of Indian or Metis origin '- less than 10 percent ofi 
the provincial popUlation - account for well over h~lf of the 
admissions to provincial correctional centres and of the tIme served 
therein. 
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By almost any standard of economic indicant, persons of 
Indian or Metis origin must be considered socially disadvantaged. 
This disadvantaged status is borne out by their disproportionately 
large representation in the client groups of corrections service delivery 
systems, as demonstrated below: 

II In 1971-72 males of Indian or Metis origin accounted for 1,618 
admissions for non-payment of fines, or 72.4 percent of all male 
fine option admissions, accounting for 73.0 percent of fine option 
time to be served by males. Equivalent 1972-73 figures are: 1,568 
fine option admissions, or 77.8 percent of such admissions and 
77.7 percent of time. 

t In 1971-72 females of Indian or Metis origin accounted for 357 
admissions for non-payment of fines, or 98,6 percent of female 
fine option admissions, accounting for 98.7 percent of fine option 
time to be served by females. Equivalent 1972-73 figures are: 306 
fine option admissions, or 98.7 percent of such admissions and 
99.1 percent of time. 

This data indicates not only are there a rather large number of 
persons in this province who are sufficiently socially and lor 
economically disadvantaged that they consider (or are forced to 
accept) a period of incarceration to be a more realistic alternative 
than payment of the fine inposed but also that most of this group are 
ofIndian or Metis origin. 

Further, the data reveals a need to develop programs accessible 
to persons of Indian or Metis origin which are alternatives to incarcer
ation for non-payment of fines. 
programs which are alternatives to incarceration for non-payment of 
fines. 

From a programing point of view, the high native inmate 
popUlation on direct sentence probably is more important than the 
large native fine option population illustrated above. This is indicated 
by the following: 

(a) High incarceration rates for these groups stresses the need for ra
pid development of preventative programing which is specifically 
oriented to the social, economic and cultural qualities of Indian 
or Metis persons. 

(b) While social, economic and cultural characteristics of persons of 
Indian or Metis origin have some qualities in common with any 
socially and economically disadvantaged group, they are 
sufficiently unique to necessitate special emphasis in the areas of 
preventative and rehabilitative programing. 
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(c) 

(d) 

High Indian and Metis incarceration rates are not only a "crim
inal justice problem", but also part of a broader socio-economic 
problem of concern to both federal and provincial governments. 
If increased demands for correctional programing by this group 
are to be alleviated, co-ordination of federal and provincial 
programing in this area is urgently required. 

If incarceration rates per thousand population for persons of 
Indian or Metis origin stay about the same, it is likely that in the 
future the population of these groups (which is expanding faster 
than the rest of the population) will constitute an even larger 
percentage of inmate populations and will increase the demand 
for correctional facilities. 

• In 1971-72 males of Indian or Metis origin accounted for 1,120 
direct sentence admissions, accounting for 54.3 percent of male 
sentence admissions, and 47.6 pe.rcent of sentence time to be 
served. 

• In 1971-72 females of Indian or Metis origin accounted for 147 
direct sentence admissions, or 83.1 percent of female direct 
sentence admissions and 78.7 percent of time to be served. 

• In 1972-73 males of Indian or Metis origin accounted for 1,167 
direct sentence admissions, accounting for 59.3 percent of all 
sentence admissions, and 56.1 percent of sentence time to be 
served. 

• In 1972-73 females of Indian or Metis origin accounted for 10:2 
direct sentence admissions, Or 77.9 percent of female direct 
sentence admissions and 68.2 percent of time to be served. 

• Based on the above, the per capita rate of incarceration of males 
of Indian or Metis origin is 10 to 15 times that for non-Indian or 
Metis males, while for females the per capita rate of 
incarceration is 30 to 40 times that of non -Indian or Metis 
females. 

The above indicates that the special emphasis and directions in 
educational, vocational and rehabilitative programing should be 
designed to account in a major way for special emphasis on needs 
which result from the different social, economic and cultural 
background of persons of Indian or Metis origin. 

1. More detailed information on "catchment areas" is provided in Chapter V. 
2. See section 5.4.2 for discussion of methods used to determine over-all security 

requirements for planning purposes and the results o( studies conducted. 
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3. The accuracy of the source documents cannot be confirmed; however, if errors 
occurred it is likely that these figures are low because it is more probable that the 
client's past history was not obtained - therefore left blank - than that a non
existent past contact was erroneously reported. 
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CHAPTER V 

Saskatchewan Corrections 
Programs-
proposed directions 

5.1 Introduction 

Most of the proposed general directions for Saskatchewan 
Corrections have been either explicitly or implicitly raised in the 
previous chapters of this report. Hopefully, they flow logically and 
naturally from the preceding discussion. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to present in a comprehensive 
systematic form some more concrete guidelines for the development of 
programs and the deployment of resources. 

It should be again emphasized that our future corrections 
requirements are not subject to precise long-term projection. They 
can only be roughly projected and planned for. It will be necessary to 
develop and maintain an accurate and highly responsive information 
system which will allow program managers to adapt to changing 
demand patterns (for example: changes in law enforcement patterns, 
internal corrections programing modifications, changes in youth 
and preventative programing, changes in socio-economic conditions, 
and many other factors which similarly are not quantifiable at this 
time). Further, capital construction projects should be designed to 
allow for limited expansion or contraction as dictated by changing 
service demands. Finally, corrections service programs should be 
sufficiently flexible (both in terms of programs as well as program 
content) to allow rapid adaptation to the fluctuations which occur in 
demands for various types of programs. 

The corrections program which is outlined should be fully 
operational in five or six years. While the basic program features and 
organization are not likely to be substantially altered, numbers and 
sizes of facilities and programs are, of course, subject to some 
modification in accord with changes in service demands. Factors 
affecting potential change should be closely monitored throughout the 
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phased implementation process outlined in the next chapter, and 
modifications should be made accordingly. 

5.2 Over-all organization 
For the purpose of reviewing corrections programing and 

service demand, the province was divided up into 23 areas (22 plus 
unknown or out-of-province) in which sentencing courts are located. 
These areas were selected on the basis of previous corrections program 
intake experiences, economic trading patterns, geographic distances, 
transportation facilities, and similar factors. Client utilization data 
was tabulated for each area. Areas were grouped according to 
utilization patterns and viable program sizes for corrections service 
delivery systems resulting in the three catchment areas shown in Figure 
5.1. 1 

In developing these catchment areas the following points were 
considered: 

• Corrections programs should be geographically located in 
reasonable proximity to offenders' home communities, in order to 
limit social and family disruption to as great and extent as 
possible. (This includes locating facilities in areas which allow 
comparatively easy access for visitation purposes.) 

• Living units within custodial facilities should have a small capacity 
in order to provide a reasonable rehabilitative environment; 
however the total custodial facilit:y must contain at least 50 living 
units to allow economical utilization of staff resources and 
equipment. 

• Community residential correctional· facilities should each have 
about 8 to 15 persons in order to create an appropriate living 
environment and to allow utilization of existing large houses on a 
rental basis, thereby increasing the flexibility of programs and 
avoiding large capital expenditures on facilities which may not be 
required for a long period of time. 

The above, taken in conjunction with past utilization patterns 
of correctional centres, indicate that custodial facilities should be 
available in Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert. 2 (Ranked 
according to demand.) Community based facilities should be located 
in or near Regina, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, Meadow Lake, Loon 
Lake, North Battleford, Yorkton and Moose Jaw. (Ranked according 
to demand.) Other areas do not have a sufficient demand to warrant 
establishment of community facilities (group living) unless they are 
combined with probation hostels or similar programs. 
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TableS.1 

Saskatchewan Corrections Programs 
Catchment Areas 

SOUTH 
SASKATCHEWAN RIVER 

• SWIFT CURRENT 

South 

YORKTON • 
• MELVILLE 

REGINA • • MOOSE JAW 

WEYBURN • 

ESTEVAN • 
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Each of these catchment areas will provide a complete range of 
correctional services in accord with client service needs in the area, 
insofar as these services can be delivered in an effective and viable 
system. The range of services envisioned for each area will be as broad 
as necessary or feasible, and as geographically dispersed as possible, in 
order to provide a comprehensive and genuine community-based 
service system. Specific services might include: 

(a) Programs which provide for the supervision of offenders living in 
the open community (e.g. under the conditions of a probation 
order) 

(b) Programs which provide the various types of supervised living 
environments (e.g. residences, camps, and probation hostels) 

(c) Security facilities as necessary to provide for the safe custody of 
individuals who present a real danger to [he community, or who 
are not sufficiently responsible to take part in less rigidly 
structured programs (e.g. correctional centres) 

(d) Remand facilitieG which will provide holding services for the 
maintenance in safe custody of persons remanded in custody 
prior to final disposition of their case, persons sentenced to 
federal facilities (who are awaiting transfer, subject to appeal 
procedures) and certain other persons held subject to orders of 
the Department of Manpower and Immigration or similarly 
uncommon reasons for admissions. 3 

(e) Other specialized services for which the need has been identified 
by a particular community. 

5.3 Program and facility outline 
As previously stated, each catchment area will provide a 

complete range of correctional services for males. 4 Each level of 
service will be delivered as close to the offender's home community as 
possible, within the constraints of efficient and effective service 
delivery requirements. The basic components of each of these types of 
programs are described below . 

5.3.1 A lternatives to incarceration in deJault oJpayment oj Jines 
Oby'ectives: The basic objective of this program is to provide 

persons in default of payment of fines with realistic alternatives to 
incarceration. The important ancilliary objectives of providing 
programs which are relevant to the needs and capabilities of the 
individuals involved, and of allowing for community involvement in 
such corrections programing, must a1i>O be attained if this program is 
to be effective. It is expected that community-based corrections 
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personnel will have a significant role to play in the operation of this 
program at the local community level. 

Program outUne.' Persons who are in default of payment of a 
fine should be invited to perform a community work service project as 
a method of paying their fines. Community work service projects are 
tasks which normally would not be performed for wages, but which 
nonetheless provide a useful service to the offender's community (or a 
special segment thereof). Such tasks may include: cleaning parks in 
small communities, cleaning public beaches, roadsides, or other 
similar ecological projects; preparing and! or maintaining 
recreational facilities such as baseball diamonds and skating rinks 
(particularly in small towns or on reserves); and assisting the 
disadvantaged by maintaining homes of the poor and elderly, and 
providing shopping services. These taBks should be developed and 
operated by local agencies such as service clubs, church groups, ex
inmate groups and rural municipalities. Such tasks should be 
reasonably normal work situations for which the participant will 
receive a voucher stating that his completion of the described task is 
accepted as equivalent payment of his fine of a specified number of 
dollars. In some cases a normal 9-5 p.m. work situation will be 
reasonable; however, flexibility will be necessary in some cases, 
allowing the person to complete the assigned task (requiring about one 
hour of work per $2.50 of fine owed) by a specified date rather than 
on specified hours on specified days. 

Geographz'c base.' Projects must be located in or near to the 
offender's home community in order to allow home community 
involvement and to avoid major transportation difficulties. In the 
beginning, some local areas which require large programs will receive 
high implementation and development priority; however, long-term 
emphasis must be placed on development of such programs in all 
communities as required. 

5.3.2 Supervz'sz'on oj offenders Uvz'ng z'n the open communz'ty 
(Pro batz'on) 
Objectz'ves.' To provide supervision of the probationer's 

activities in the community and to assist the probationer to develop 
more acceptable and responsible behavior patterns. In this process, 
the role of the probation officer is more than that of a supervisor to the 
probationers. It must also encompass a broad liason and co
ordinating role within the criminal justice and corrections systems, 
while at the same time providing for the development of community 
contributions to and responsibility for corrections programing. 
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Program outlz'ne.' In order to fulfill the above goals, as well as 
broader needs of the corrections system, it is mandatory that the 
restricted role (primarily supervisory) of probation services be 
broadened. In addition, it is essential that the service system provide 
services in accord with offender needs. 

Existing services (plus new services as they become available) 
must be provided to more persons of Indian or Metis ancestry who may 
profit from such supervision, and must be directed specifically to their 
special needs. The inadequar:y of services to native offenders IS 

particularly noteworthy in cases where the offender lives on a 
reservation. 

Since corrections must be a· community response to a 
community crime problem, probation services must improve their 
liason function with agencies and individuals in the community. One 
part of this process is to allow community involvement by enabling 
interested individuals to undertake responsibility for supervision of 
probationers through a broadly based, province-wide volunteer 
pro bation officer program. 

Further, because probation personnel are located in the 
community and therefore have access to information relating to the 
offender's problems in the community (which must provide the basic 
outline of his rehabilitation needs), probation services should become 
the beginning point of the corrections process rather than being 
primarily an alternative to incarceration. This will likely necessitate 
development· of expanded. pre-sentence reporting services and 
development of an expanded liaison role with other corrections 
services, the judiciary, the police, other social and rehabilitative 
agencies, and the general public. It may well be desirable to move in 
th<! direction of providing mandatory pre-sentence consultation and 
reports in a number of situations, particularly for younger persons and 
first offenders convicted of indictable offences. Finally, specialized 
supervisory services will be required in some cases. This may require 
development of day attendence centres, probation hostels and 
weekend or summer camps particularly for young offenders. 

Geographz'c base.' Generally, both full-time staff and 
volunteers should provide such services in every community (including 
rebervations which are generally underserviced at present). 

5.3.3 Supervz'sed lz'vz'ng envz'ronments z'n the communz'ty 
(Communz'ty correctz'onal jacz'lz'tz'es) 
Objectz'ves.' Provision of programs for persons who do not 

require highly-secure custodial care, but who should not be left un
supervised in the open community on a full-time basis. This includes 
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programs which range from highly structured supervision on a full
time basis to relatively unstructured supervised environments for 
which the client participates in the life of the open community for 
specified time periods on a regular daily basis. It is essential in this 
context that this area of programing be seen as an extension of the 
community, rather than as an extension of the traditional correctional 
institution. 

Program outline: Because the range of supervision and con
trol requirements will dicatate the range of programing developed, 
and because this is a programing area in which Saskatchewan must 
take an innovative role, it is not possible to outline all programing 
potentials. The following, therefore, do not constitute a complete 
outline of types of programs which could be implemented, but they do 
provide an outline of those major programs presently envisioned. 

Highly supervised programs are those programs in wliich 
correctional staff provide round-the-clock. supervision. (i.e. they will 
supervise both the living environment a.nd the work situation.) To 
fulfill this task these programs should be economically viable units 
which provide a normally required service on a contract basis. This 
may include contracts for park maintenance, reforestation and 
sapling production, and some types of construction. (In this regard 
feasibility studies should be undertaken to determine the practicality 
of seedling production operations, and low-cost or low-rental housing 
construction in areas such as Meadow Lake.) Income from service 
contracts will be used to provide client-employees with a normal pay 
rate, which the client will use to pay normal living expenses - food, 
clothing and lodging. 

Part-time supervision will be provided in programs which allow 
the client to participate in normal community programs at specified 
times on a daily basis, as follows: 

• involvement in a normal job situation 

• undertaking on-the-job training 

• attending educational upgrading or schools5 

• participation in various rehabilitation programs including: alco
holism treatment, drug treatment and psychiatric counselling. 

These programs may be organized as group homes, hostels, or 
similar to community-training residences. Clients will be expected to 
accept responsibility for their own living expenses. 

Geographic base: Locations for the highly supervised, service
contract programs must be determined by the location of services 
which may be subject to such contracts. This will include camps and 
new programs as required. (Special attention will be directed toward 
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development of mobile camp programs and some portable facilities to 
allow the undertaking of short-term projects and contracts where 
possible.) 

Locations for part-time superVIsIOn programs will be deter
mined by service demands on a geographic basis, likely locations 
being: Regina, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, Meadow Lake, North Bat
tleford, Yorkton and Moose Jaw. It is essential that there be close con
tact with both the general community and also the immediate neigh
borhood community in advancing the acceptability of such programs 
and in identifying appropriate residential locations. 

5.3.4 Facz'lz'ties which provide for safe custody of individuals 
(Secure custodialfadlities) 
Objectives: To provide for the maintenance in safe custody of 

individuals who present a real danger to the community or who are 
not sufficiently responsible to take part in less rigidly structured 
programs. During their time in this type of program, clients should be 
assisted in developing more responsible behavior patterns which will 
enable them to move to less structured programs such as the com
munity programs outlined above, and eventually return to a respon
sible role in the open community. Every effort should be made to 
deVelop links with the offender's community at all levels of 
programing, so as to offset the relative isolation which results from 
custodial care. 

Program outlz'ne: Each facility will be composed of small, 
separate, self-contained, secure living units and a larger central 
programing and service unit (also housing administrative staff), 
arranged.in campus style, with perimeter security. Programing must 
maintain an adequate level of security while allowing maximum client 
responsibility in accord with the needs and desires of the individual 
client. Varying levels of client responsibility and differing needs will 
be taken into account by providing different types and levels of 
programing in each of the living units. 

Rather than being oriented to traditional custody and treat
ment, these programs will be oriented toward dynamic security, group 
and interpersonal relationships, and facilitating client development of 
basic life skills, educational skills and vocational skills in accord with 
the client's needs, capacities and desires. Skills developed will be 
useful to the client living in the open community, participating in 
community rehabilitative programing, and in his entry into com
munity-based correctional programs. 
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Clients working either within the facility or outside should be 
paid going wages for the work they are doing, and should be charged 
going rates for board and room. Programs should be designed to: 

(a) prepare inmates as far as possible (and as quickly as possible) 
for transfer to less structured community facilities or a direct 
return to the community. 

(b) ensure reasonable inmate access to: 

• family 
• normal social relationships 
• meaningful work, education and recreation activities 
• ordinary community programs, services and resources 

(c) expose offenders cautiously to the community either through 
the involvement of the community in the centre or, where pos
sible on a planned and structured basis, the temporary release 
ofinmates to the community. 

(d) facilitate appropriate involvement and team approach by all 
staff personnel. 

Geographic base: One such facility will serve each of the three 
catchment areas described above. Locations are: Prince Albert, 
Saskatoon and Regina. 6 (Note: In the event that Pine Grove is utilized 
for male corrections programing, it will be utilized as a province-wide 
resource for males requiring a comparatively higher level of security. 
See Alternative Two, Chapter VI, Implementation.) It is important 
that there be close consultation with the community in identifying the 
most appropriate location of custodial facilities, including the 
proposed facilities for men and women in Saskatoon. 

5.3.5 Holdingfadlitiesfor persons remanded in custody or 
awaiting transfer to federal penetentiaries (Remand facilities) 
Objectz'ves: To maintain in custody those persons remanded in 

custody while awaiting trial or final disposition, persons awaiting 
transfer to federal penitentiaries and some other persons held for un
common reasons. The basic objective with respect to remanded per
sons is the protection of society, through the exercise of control over 
individuals whose guilt or innocence has not yet been determined, but 
who are considered by the court to be a potential danger to society 
while waiting for trial or final determination. 

Program outline: The basic program orientation is main
tenance of secure custody. In fulfilling this objective, it will also be 
necessary to provide basic and recreation programs as well as making 
adequate provision for visitation and legal counsel. In view of the fact 
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that guilt or innocence has not yet been determined, it cannot be 
presumed that these individuals require any particular rehabilitative 
or correctional programs. 7 The accused must have easy and ongoing 
access to legal counsel, to the courts, to his family and to other services 
in the community which might assist in his defence or affect the 
wellbeing of his family sphere. Remand facilities should not be 
required to house any convicted offender. Remand facilities should 
not be required to house any individuals found not guilty by reason of 
insanity, or any individual found unfit to stand trial by reason of men
tal illness. Individuals admitted to remand facility should be subject to 
the degree of control necessary to prevent their escape, prevent them 
from doing harm to others, or having harm done to them. (Recent 
research indicates that 19 percent required minimum; 45 percent 
required medium, and 36 percent required maximum security.) 

Geographic base: One such facility will serve each of the three 
catchment areas described above. Locations are: Prince Albert, 
Saskatoon and Regina. Females may be accommodated in one of these 
three facilities, or in the proposed female secure custodial facility in 
Saskatoon. 

5.3.6 Corrections programingfor women 
Because the demand for corrections services for females is low, 

it is not practical to provide a complete range of services to females in 
each of the catchment areas. 

Correction programing for women will provide the following: 

• Alternatives to incarceration in default of payment of fines: This 
programing will be offered in conjunction with such services for 
males. Any modifications necessary will be based on the need.s and 
capabilities of this client group. 

• Probation: Programs of supervision for females will be offered in 
conjunction with probation services to males. 

• Community correctional facilities: Such programs for women 
will be part-time supervision programs in which participating 
clients will enter the normal community for specified time periods 
on a daily basis to receive community services or to work in a 
normal job. Locations are Regina and Prince Albert and possibly 
Saskatoon. The corr.bination of generally short sentences and the 
concentration of community correctional facilities for women in 
three locations because of the small numbers, will present a par
ticular challenge in developing meaningful community programs 
in comparison with community programs for men. 
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• Secure custodial facilities: One small custodial facility will be 
established in Saskatoon to provide province-wide custodial 
service. 

5.4 Summary statement - service requirements 
5.4.1 Introduction 

The above description of programs is a bas.ic statement of the 
range of correctional services which will be offered m each ofAhe.~~f.ee 
catchment areas (north, central, south). In the context?f eXI I It X 
requirements discussed in earlier chapters, some serVIce demand 
projections are provided. It should ~e. r,tote~, how.ever, t.hat dem.an 
fluctuations which necessitate fleXIbIlIty m d:sIgn wIll b~ gIVen 
detailed consideration in the phased implementatIOn process dIscussed 
in the next chapter. 

5.4.2 Security requirements ". 
In the process of determining th~ cal?~cIty reqmreme,:ts of 

secure custodial and supervised commumty hvmg programs, It has 
become apparent that no method of making gen~raliz~d stateTen~s 
about security requirements of inmate populatIOns .I~ cou:p ete y 
satisfatory. For this reason, various methods were utIhzed, mclud

ci in length of sentence breakdowns crime type breakdowns, an 
br~akdowns of crime type correlated with length of sentence. None of 
these was completely satisfactory, so a special study was co.ndufte~ ?f 
security requirement evaluations made by. staff :who are mvo ve

d 
~n 

such decision making on a day-to-day baSIS. ThIS was complete . y 
obtaining individual evaluations for each of a sample of 394 males lU-

tedl 'n Regina and Prince Albert Correctlonal Centres Aug. carcera . d r £ 
24, 1973. This study helped provide some general gm e mes or 
security requirement decisions but, like other measures, should not be 
taken as a definitive statement of security r~quirements. I~ sum, t~e 
following somewhat conflicting informatIon was conSIdered m 
estimating sect:rity requirements: 

• Of 1972-73 male admissions on direct sentence 58.9 percent were 
for 90 days or less (19.4 percent of time to be served). 79.2 percent 
were for 180 days or less (40.9 percent of time t~ be served), 91.8 
percent were for one year or less (66.1 percent of tIme to b~ served)~ 
and 8.2 percent were for over one year (33.9 percent of tIme to b 
served). Data for 1971-72 is similar, but the percentaKe of shorter 
sentences was slightly higher. 

• Of 1972-73 male admissions on direct sentence, 19.0 percent ,,:ere 
for persons whose most serious offence during the year was agamst 
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the person (25.9 percent of time to be served), 51.0 percent were 
for offences against property (50.3 percent of time to be served), 
7.6 percent were for escapes, probation or parole violations, (5.2 
percent of time to be served). 4.2 percent were for breaches of 
drug legislation (8.0 percent of time to be served) and 0.5 percent 
were for provincial or municipal offences (0.1 percent of time to 
be served). Data for 1971-72 is similar except that admissions and 
time to be served for property related offences were slightly higher 
(54.0 percent of admissions and 57.3 percent of time) and escapes 
were lower (5.1 percent of admissions and 3.9 percent of time). 

The study of assessments of individual security requirements 
mentioned above provides the following information: 

• 37.1 percent of the inmates did not require security at the time of 
their admission. After part of their sentence expired (as of Aug. 
24,1973) 45.6 percent did not require security. 

• At time of intake a further 10.4 percent required only a locked 
unit and 49.3 percent required a locked cell at night (i.e. only 3.6 
percent required isolation or a locked cell at all times). As of Aug. 
24, 1973, 13.0 percent required only a locked unit and 37.9 
percent required a locked cell at night. 

• Of the sample group, the following reasons were recorded for 
security being required at intake: 40.4 percent required security 
because of escape potential only, 5.3 percent required security 
because of potential escape and violence, 5.3 percent required 
security because of mental or emotional disturbance, and 11.9 
percent required security because they were disruptive of correc
tional facility programing (primarily the locked cell at night cat
egory). 

• As of Aug. 24, 1973, 75.3 percent of the sample was considered 
capable of undertaking an unsupervised community visit; 41. 9 
percent were considered capable of such visits periodically or rou
tinely for eight hours or a whole weekend, and 57.6 percent were 
considered capable of periodic or routine visits lasting for four 
hours, eight hours or a weekend. 

Clearly the above information does not definitively outline 
security requirements. It does, however indicate that a substantial 
proportion of our inmate population could be removed from costly 
security facilities and placed in community living environment~ with 
various levels of supervision. For example, on an average day about 
39.8 percent of male inmates under direct sentence are serving sen
tences of six months or less. This means that they will actually serve 
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four months or less, which is not likely to afford the community 
anything but short-term protection and, therefore, would be better 
spent assisting the offender to function acceptably under supervision 
in the community rather than holding him in safe custody. In addition, 
on an average day about 31.1 percent ofmales under direct sentence were 
admitted for committing offences against persons or were admitted 
for escapes. Finally, 57.6 percent of inmates on any day appear to be 
capable of unsupervised community visits of four or more hours in 
duration, and after completing part of their sentences 45.6 percent do 
not require security (even as little as a locked unit). 

In sum, it appears that about 45 to 55 percent of our daily in
mate population does not require a secure custodial living en
vironment. Indeed, if the level of supervision is sufficiently high in 
some community facilities, the percentage of inmates housed in 
custodial facilities could be reduced even further. 

For the above reasons, facilities planning requirements will 
initially utilize a basic 50 -50 split between custodial facilities and 
supervised living environments. (This is the estimated basic program 
potential; however, implementation of such programs will primarily 
depend on the ability of corrections personnel to develop and operate 
successful programs. For this reason, and because present data does 
not allow highly certain inmate population projections, a phased im
plementation process is proposed in the next chapter. This will allow 
adequate time for new program development and evaluation, while 
maintaining a broad range of options for the next four to six years.) 

5.4.3 Service systems by catchment area 
All service requirements outlined here are for the programs 

briefly discussed in section 5.3 of this chapter (Program and facility 
outline). Service requirements for females are outlined separately at 
the end of this section, and are only discussed by catchment area for 
those programs which provide integrated services to males and 
females. 

(a) 

(i) 

North Catchment Area Corrections Service System (males) 

Alternatives to incarceration in default of payment of fines: 

Location: widely dispersed throughout the catchment area, in 
order that they may be community service projects useful to the 
individual's home community. 

Target population: about 650 to 725 males (about 87 percent 
of Indian or Metis origin) and about 150 to 175 females (about 
99 percent of Indian or Metis origin) per year. 
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Result: sho~ld result in a decrease in institutional dail 
average populations of about 26.6 to 28.8 males and 46 t 5 7Y 
females. . 0 . 

(ii) Probation services: 

Location: ge.ographically dispersed, using decentralized 
~~~a~ment staff. m order to allow for effective local supervision 
E t ~ preparatIon of relevant pre-sentence reports as required 
f~ten.slve us~ of volu~teer probation officers will provide mor~ 

I
e ectIve serVIce, both m the smaller, low-demand centres and in 
arger centres. ' 

r,a.rget population: an annual intake of about 293 males 
;equmng ab~~t 395 man-years of supervision and about 27 
,em~~es reqUl~Ing about 24 woman-years of supervision. In 
addIt1~~, serVIces are provided to other persons requiring 
superVISIOn, after care and pre-sentence reports. 

(iii) Community living environments: 

Loc~tion,' Prince Albert, Meadow Lake, perhaps Loon Lake 
~amRs In areas as desirable. (These are reasonable potentiai 
OcatIO.m - based on service demands; however program in 

potentials ,and requiremer;-ts must determine actual locations.) g 
Capaczty: total capaCIty of such facilities should be about 75 

males. Average daily utilization will be about 60. 

(iv) Secure custodial facilities: 

(v) 

(b) 

(z) 

Location: one custodial facility for males located in P . 
Albert. nnce 

Capacit':(: t~t.al ?apacity of all living units of about 75 
Average dally utIlIzatIon will be about 60. . 

Holding facilities for persons on remand and awaiting t £ 
federal facilities: rans er to 

Locati~n: one facility for males, located in Prince Albert 
'l~ap'aczty: accommodation for 15 males with an average daily 

utI IZatIOn of 10. 

Central Ca.tchment Area Corrections Service System (males) 

A lternatz:~es to z~carceration in deJault oj payment oj Jines: 
. Locatzon: WIdely dispersed throughout the catchment area 
~~ ~rdde.r .tdhat they may be community service projects useful t~ 

e In IVI ual's home community. 

76 Target populat~'on: about 350 to 475 males (approximately 
perc~mt of IndIan or Metis origin) and 50 to 65 females 

(approxImately 99 percent ofIndian or Metis origin) per year. 
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(ii ) 

(iii) 

Result: a decrease in institutional daily average populations 
of about 13.6 to 19.3 males and 1.4 to 1.8 females. 

Probation services: 
Location: geographically dispersed ~sing decentra~i~ed 

department staff in order to allow for effective local superv~sIOn 
and the preparation of relevant pre-sentence reports as requIred. 
Extensive use of volunteer probation officers will be necessary to 
provide effective services, in both smaller and larger population 
centres. 

Targ(Jt population: an annual intake of about 2?? males 
requiring approximately 270 man-years of supervISIOn: . In 
addition, services are provided to other persons reqmrmg 
supervision, after care and pre-sentence reports. 

Community living environments: . 
Location: Saskatoon, North Battleford, and camps and 

other programs in areas as desirable. (North Ba~tleford .and 
Saskatoon appear to be the only reasonable potenllal locallons 
for community residential types of facilities; however, other 
programing requirements and potentials may indicate other 
special program locations.) 

Capacz'ty: total capacity of such programs should be 
approximately 80 males. Average daily utilization will be about 
65. 

(iv) Secure custodial facilities: 
Location: one custodial facility for males located in 

(iv) 

(c) 

(i) 

Saskatoon. 
Capacity: total capacity of all living units about 80. Average 

daily utilization will be about 65. 

Holding facilities for persons on remand and awaiting transfer to 
federal facilities: 

Location: one facility for males, located in Saskatoon. 
Capacity: accommodation for 15 males with an average daily 

utilization of 7 or 8. 

South Catchment Area Corrections Service System (males) 

Alternatives to incarceration in default of payment of fines: 
Location: widely dispersed throughout the catchment area, 

in order that they may be community service projects useful to 
the individual's home community. (Particular emphasis should 
be placed on the Regina and Yorkton areas, most noteably the 
reserves surrounding these two centres.) 
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Tarf5.et population: about 1,000 to 1,050 males 
(approxImately 66 percent of Indian or Metis origin) and about 
100 to 125 females (about 99 percent of Indian or Metis origin) 
per year. 

Result: a decrease in utilization of institional facilities of 
about 33.6 to 36.5 males per day and 3.3 to 3.8 females per day. 

(ii) Probation services: 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(d) 

(i) 

Location: geographically dispersed using decentralized 
~epar~ment staff and centering around the major centres located 
m . thlS catchment area. Utilization of volunteer probation 
offIcers should receive substantial development efforts both for 
the smaller, more inaccessible communities which have small 
caseloads, and for the larger urban centres to allow more 
extensive services. 

r,a:get populatz'on: an annual intake of about 524 males 
requ~r~ng 553 man-years of supervision and about 143 females 
req~Irlng about. 124 woman-years of supervision. In addition, 
servIces are proVlded to other persons requiring supervision, after 
care and pre-sentence reports. 

Community living environments: 
.L:0.catz'on: Moose Jaw, Regina and Yorkton for group living 

facIhties. CaI?Ps and more individually based programs in other 
areas as deSIrable - based upon considerations of service 
demand and programing requirements. 

Capacz'ty: total capacity of such facilities should be about 40 
males. Average daily utilization will be about no. 
Secure custodial facilities: 

Locati?n: one custodial facility for males located in Regina. 
Capaczty: total capacity of all living units of approximately 

140. Average daily utilization is expected to be approximately 
110. 

Holding facilities for persons on remand and awaiting transfer to 
federal facilities 

Locati?n: one facility f~r males, located in Regina. 
. C:ap,aczty: accommodatIOn for 60 males with an average daily 

UtIlIzatIOn of about 35. 

Provincial Correctional Service System - for females 

Alter~atives .to inca.rceration in default of payment of fines: 
Locatzon: Wldely dispersed throughout the catchment areas on a 
loca.l community basis. These programs will be run in 
conjunction with similar programs for males. 
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Target population: about 310 to 360 females (about 98 
percent of Indian or Metis origin). About 150 to 175 per year 
from the North Catchment Area; about 50 to 65 from the 
Central Catchment Area; and about 100 to 125 from the South 
Catchment Area. 

(ii) Pro bation services: 
Location: geographically dispersed using decentralized 

department staff, in conjunction with extensive volunteer 
probation 6fficer services. 

Target population: an annual intake of about 192 females 
requiring about 167 woman-years of supervision. About 25 to 30 
per year form the North Catchment Area; 20 to 25 per year from 
the Central Catchment Area; and about 140 to 150 from the 
South Catchment Area. 

(iii) Community living environments: 
Location: Regina and Prince Albert will require one facility 

each. 
Capacz'ty: total capacity of such facilities will be about 16 

with an average utilization of about 10 or 11. 

(iv) Secure custodial facilities: 
Location: one custodial facility for females, located in 

Saskatoon. (Selected primarily because it is centrally located and 
because the Central Catchment Area has the highest demand.) 

Capacity: accommodation for 20 females with an average 
daily utilization of about 10 to 12. 

1. It should be noted that some marginal adjustment may be required in the boun
daries of these three catchment areas to accommodate possible changes in depan· 
mental boundaries. These three catchment are<\s are intended principally as areas 
most appropriate for geographic sentencing, and not necessarily as administrative 
regions for all corrections programs. 

i 
I 
l 

2. The Department of Northern Saskatchewan is considered as a part of the North 
Catchment Area for the purpose of data analysis. This is done primarily as an 11 

analytical convenience and is not intended to indicate that the Department of 
Northern Saskatchewan will not be responsible for their own corrections pro- . 
graming. However, it seems likely that persons living within the area covered by 
the Department of Northern Saskatchewan will utilize custodial resources in the 
North Catchment Area to the limited extent that they require such resources. 

3. Although there is a need for facilith:!S for the custody and treatment of persons 
held at the pleasure of the Lieutenant Governor - unfit to stand trial, not guilty 
because of insanity - or sentenced offenders who are sufficiently disturbed to 
require extensive psychiatric care, this over·all plan dnes not include such pro' 
grams because the proposed psychiatric correctional facility to be built at Saska· 
toon is expected to meet the provincial demand for such services. Therefore, this 
specialized service will not be provided in each of the three areas. 
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4. ~e~a~se of It he low demand for correctional services for females it is not practical 
o . elver t. Ie compl~te r?nge of services in each catchment area. Therefore alter-

natives to IUcarceratlOn m default f d" 
will be provided on I I' db? 'paym~nt a~ pr~batlon serVlces for females 

a oca Ize aSls 1Il conjunction with such services for males 

;~~;!V~~r::~~lra~~i~~e~~:/~!~~~~te~c~!t~~db~~~Wm:~~ req~:;.e ta s~rv~ced~e1iver;. 
separately at th d f . - IS OplC IS Iscussed 

erences to orfen~~~~ ar~. i~:;~~e~ ~~3~;;ll~~e~~~h t~:~~g~:~I\:~i!l;e~f~:~ ref-
unles~ there IS an mdlcatlon to the contrary. In general, also, where scale doe~~~~ 
pe~111~ the development. of ?pprop;iat: separate programs or facilities for femaies. 
an were program objectives so mdlcate. provision will be made for sharing of 
co~mon progra~s and/or facilities by male and female inmates. 

5. T~ll.s ~a: resul~ In Sa~katoon, Regina and Moose Jaw developing facilities to be 
ut! IZ~ as proVlnce-wlde resources for specialized post-secondary education pro 
gramIng. -

6. ~lthough. rema~dh servbices are mo~e related to the administration of justice thatl 
o ~~r.rectI?ns, I.t as een decided for economic and other reasons that remand 

faCilitIes wIll be Included within the corrections administration. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Implementation 

6.1 Introduction 
In implementing more effective .correcti~ns programing and in 

developing a more appropriate correctIOns serVIce system, t~ere are a 
number of realities which must be taken into account. These Include: 

1. The goals of corrections programs must be translated into actual 
programs on a practical basis. . 

2. The relationship of corrections programs to the ~ommudmtkY rr:u: t 

be defined in conjunction with the total commumty, an, ta e In 0 
account the needs of all groups in society. 

3. The public must be provided with releva~lt informdation abou~ 
corrections programing, its successes and fal ures, an ways r;nus 
be found for government and corrections personnel t~ effectIvely 
communicate the relevant facts and elicit public asslstance and 

responsibility. 
4. The rapidly fluctuating demand for correctional servb;ces (b0,th 

short-term and long-term) and the l~ck of reason~ y p:ecls.e 
predictive information necessitate contIngency plannIng WhIC~ IS 
highly flexible in terms of both the number,S and types of servIces 

?rovided. 

6.2 Practical program goals . 
We have noted that the fundamental goal of correctlons 

programing is the short-term protection .of s~c.iety, .including ~he 
offender. Long-term protection has been IdentIfIed WIth preventIOn 
and rehabilitation. Yet, none of these goals has been defined to the 
point of quantitative or even qualitative evaluation. We clearly know 
more about past approaches which have not worked than we do about 
promising new attempts. 

Rehabilitation has traditionally been defined in abstract terms, 
or in terms of treatment techniques, rather than in operational tl,"rms. 
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In order to provide guidelines for the development of rehabilitative 
programing and to permit an ongoing assessment of the relative 
effectiveness of proposed initiatives, at least in a qualitative sense, it is 
proposed that the concept of rehabilitati~n be viewed as having two 
major operational components. The first could be referred to as the 
objective component, and consists of assistance provided to the 
offender in developing the concrete potential to cope within the open 
community without committing further breaches of the law. The 
second could be referred to as the subjective component, and concerns 
the actual development of the offender as a responsible, contributing 
member of the total community. The first consists of providing useful 
tools, the second consists of acquiring the attitude and behavior which 
will permit the constructive use. of these tools. It is proposed that all 
rehabilitation programs be designed and evaluated with these two 
components under consideration. 

To pursue this concept a little further, since offenders come in 
contact with corrections because they have breached the laws of their 
community, it can be assumed that they lack either the motivation 
and/ or the ability to cope with their daily living environments in an 
acceptably responsible manner. Since it is unlikely that a desire to live 
in a responsible manner can be imposed on individuals, it follows that 
the individual offender has to be involved in the development of his 
rehabilitation plan. Further, since the ability of each offender to cope 
with his community environment in a responsible manner is 
determined by his personal capabilities and potentials, it also follows 
that rehabilitation programing should be designed in accord with his 
needs, potentials, capabilities and desires. 

There is a particular aspect of implementation which should be 
raised in the context of program goals and evaluation. It is the fact 
that the expanded community resources must be primarily oriented to 
the needs of the exc~ss population in secure custodial facilities. If 
sufficient care is not taken it is quite possible that expanded 
community resources could be taken up with previously unmet or 
undiscovered needs of current or additional offenders, while the excess 
population of our correctional centres remains. Such a development 
would represent a major distortion of the priorities implicit or explicit 
in this report. Great care must be taken that institutional populations 
are reduced to target levels before expanded community resources are 
utilized for offenders currently dealt with under lesser security 
approaches, including probation and suspended sentences. 
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6.3 Corrections programs and the community 
6.3.1 prz'mary implz'cations 

There are three practical implications of the relationship 
between corrections and the general community: 

1. Because crime is not only a police or government problem, but 
directly or indirectly affects all members of the community and is 
affected by the community, the community at the local level 
should have some responsibility for corrections programing. 

2. Because offenders are incarcerated as a result of a failure to cope 
with life in the community in an acceptably responsible manner, 
and because offenders receiving services in provincial correctional 
programs will be returned to the community in comparatively 
short periods of time, corrections programing should place 
primary emphasis on assisting clients -to become integrated into a 
responsible and independent role in the community. 

3. Because programs and services which tend to isolate clients in a 
specifically correctional setting are not likely to assist with their 
progressively responsible integration within the community, and 
because it is essential to avoid unnecessary duplication of costly 
educational, vocational, recreational and therapeutic r:esources 
located in the community, clients should participate, insofar as 
possible, in such programing located in the community. 

i 
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j 
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Community corrections is much more than simply placing 'l 
greater numbers of offenders in the community and reducing 1 
institutional facilities. It is also a matter of developing appropriate 11 
mechanisms to allow for citizen participation in corrections planning ht 
and programing. Accordingly, several community corrections II ... ~!. 
intitatives considered essential are examined briefly in succeeding 1 

sections. 11 

6.3.2 Advisory Boards or Committees 
It should be noted that a particular mechanism for one kind of 

useful community corrections interaction exists in the form of 
advisory boards for community-training residences. It is proposed 
that a provincial advisory board or committee structv '1e set up, 
possibly on the basis of the three catchment areas, arm that there 
be at least some membership overlap and possibly a subcommittee 
structure, to cover the operations of particular programs and smaller 
geographic areas. Smaller community boards, or sUbcommittees 
should not be confined to one limited program, such as the operation 
of a single community-training residence, but should as a minimum 
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cover all community corrections programs in the area including 
camps and pr?bat~on. Should catchment area boards be s~t up, these 
should. be tled m to ~he proposed Corrections Co-ordinating 
CommIttee to be establIshed at the provincial level. Whatever 
struct\~re is established, we should ensure that the system of advisory 
commIttees: 

• be co-ordinated and connected 

• be broad enough to deal with the full range of correctional issues 

• make most economical use of resources and people's time and 
efforts. 

• have an opportunity to relate at all levels of the corrections system 

• be flexible enough to meet specific local demands 

A~visory boards or committees could have advi~ory functions, 
~ommun~ty devel.opment functions, appeal functions and 
mtermedlary functlOns between client groups and management as 
follows: 

(a) Advisory 

• for administration 

• for inmate committees 

• for other client groups 

• for private groups 

(b) Community development 

• needs identification 

• resource development 

• public information and educ~tion 

• volunteer program 

• facility location . 
(c) Appeal 

• emphasis on advocacy rather than formal appeal system 

e restricted to class appeals, general conditions and practices 
(most others would be dealt with by the Social Services Appeal 
Boards or the Ombudsman) 

• not binding, but strong influence on corrections policy, especial
ly through ties at the provincial level. 

(d) Intermediary 

• on an on-going basis respecting client-management relations 
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• providing a ready mechanism for ad hoc situations when 
emergencies occur. 

6.3.3 Volunteers 
Probably the most effective form of offender community 

interaction can take place through the involvement of community 
volunteers on a broad base in a direct relationship with correctional 
clients. Volunteer programs have an enormous potential to break 
through the insular character of corrections both in our institutions 
and in our community programs. Volunteer programs are perhaps the 
best way of getting the community to relate to offenders as individual 
people, and to destroy destructive myths which are born of a lack of 
awareness .. Each volunteer is an important ambassador for 
corrections, within his or her community circle. 

There is no lack of experience' elsewhere with volunteer 
programs. They are difficult to develop and maintain, but pay 
important dividends. Volunteers cannot be treated as though they are 
"playing at corrections", or a "corrections auxiliary". They have to be 
carefully recruited, selected and rejected based on concrete abilities to 
relate to and work with offenders. They should be I;rained. They 
should have a certain delegated authority commensurate with their 
responsibility. They should be reimbursed for any costs related to their 
volunteer work, including a small regular honorarium. They should 
be respected and trusted by the corrections professionals, treated as 
equals, and assisted effectively when difficulties arise, not humored or 
subjected to paternalistic attitudes or relationships. They should be 
quickly dropped if they're not up to the job. 

There is probably no more important recommendation in this 
report, with respect to the future of corrections in Saskatchewan, than 
we develop a top-notch voluntary system. 

6.3.4 Community mediation 
There is a major new innovative area in the field of criminal 

justice and corrections which is receiving a good deal of attention. 
This is the area of community mediation. This is a system within 
which an offender is dealt with in a community and/or peer group 
setting rather than through the court process, and where dispostion is 
by agreement between offender and the victim, with the support of the 
community. Not only can this approach provide a desirable diver
sion from some of the more negative aspects of the formal court 
process and the disposition by sentence, but more importantly it 
provides for a concrete result from disposition in the form of com
pensation. restitution and community service. 
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~ mos~ interesting proposal along these lines is being intro
duced m Regm.a: and should receive considerable support and study 
~s a most pr?ml~mg ventu~e. It is. expected that the proposed Correc
tIOns Co-ordmatmg CommIttee WIll take an active role in this area. 

6.4 Public information 
A. nUl:nb.er . of correctional studies have concluded that the 

com.m~mty IS l11-111fo~med about corrections, and that the only 
reahstl~ method to ~ulfill the needs of the community in corrections is 
~o provI~e commuUlty,-based programs which allow for a face to face 
mteractlon ~f cO:f(~ctlons programs with the community at a local 
level. There IS vahdlty to both of these claims and it is therefore neces
sary to ~ddress ourselves to both the cause of, and the solutions to the 
much dIscussed pro blems of public information and participation. 

. Fi:st it. should be noted that most corrections organizations 
p:oVlde httle mformat~on to the public or to the press concerning 
eIther .over-all correctIOns programing, or the results of specific 
corr~~tIons pro?Tams.. Second, corrections programs have 
tradItIOnally prOVIded baSIcally the same secure custodial programing 
for all offende:s (from those who did not or could not pay a fine to 
those who are lllcarcerated for crimes of extreme violence). Thus it is 
understandable that there. may be som~ confusion concerning the level 
~f danger to the commumty of the vanous persons involved in correc
tions programs. 

. In order to impl~me~t the directions set out in this report, it 
WIll be necessary to provlde mformation without which the transition 
to mo~e community-based programs, and the focus on crime 
prevention and rehabilitation, will not be realized. The following 
~ypes of prog;ams may be ,:sed to promote community awareness and 
mvolvement m, the correctional process: 

• Regular release. to the public. of available information concerning 
o~er-all cor.r~ctIOns ~rogramlllg, general information on types of 
clIents. recelVlllg serv~ces, descriptive information on all types of 
operatIOnal p~ogramlllg.' and especially information concerning 
the comparatlve effectiveness of various types of corrections 
programs. 

• A l~ca1ized, co.m~unity-?ased Rrogram of voluntary community 
servI~e, to be mstituted Immediately as an alternative to incar
ceratIOn for the non-payment of fines and to allow for the devel
opment of community involvement in the correctional process. 
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• A volunteer probation officer program to allow interested citizens 
an opportunity to contribute to the resolution of crime problems 
in their home communities, and to act as communicators between 
offenders and the general community. 

• Community contact on a gradual supervised ~asis between 
convicted individuals and the general commumty, to allow 
members of the general public to interact with individual 
offenders as people rather than ~s "criminals" .. This may inclu~e: 
utilization of community vocational, education and recreatlOn 
facilities; inmate participation in community sports and similar 
activities (under supervision as required); and utilization of 
community volunteers in correctional programs. 

The above types of programs should be initiated or expanded 
with a high priority, in order to permit the rapid development of more 
effective community-based programing. 

6.5 Contingency planning 
As previously noted, it is not possib!e to pro~de hig~ly accura~e 

projections concerning long-term corrections servI~C: requ~rements III 
terms of either program content or program capacItIes. It IS therefore 
necessary that facilities be designed t? maximize . flexibility. of 
utilization - both in relation to correctIons programmg potentIal, 
and with respect to utilization of other kinds of noncorrectional 
programs. For these reasons, construction of ~apital fac~lities s~o~ld 
be kept to a minimum, placing emphaSIS on leasmg eXlstlllg 
accommodation wherever appropriate. 

In order to allow for the development, inplementation, and 
evaluation of new programs at a rate which is in keeping with the need 
for program design, sodal acceptance, institutional capaci~y to ~dap~, 
and similar factors it is suggested that the programs descnbe.d m ~h~s 
report be phased-in over a six year time period. At the same tIme, ~t IS 
essential to quickly develop a highly flexible and responslble 
management and evaluative information system. 

6.6 Corrections Co-ordinating Committee 
6.6.1 Background 

The Saskatchewan Corrections Study Committee, 1971 
recommended the establishment of an inter-agency mechanism with 
staff resources, for the purposes of joint planning. in the field of 
criminal justice and corrections. This mechanism was to have been 
known as the Master Planning Council. In the light of program 
directions and general direction from Treasury Board the following 
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variation of the Master Planning Council is proposed in the form of a 
Corrections Co-ordinating Committee. 

6.6.2 Terms oJreJerence 
The purpose of the committee would be: 

(a) To co-ordinate the over-all provincial approach to corrections 
(including prevention, control and rehabilitation) among the 
various depaTtments and agencies whose activities affect or are 
affected by corrections programs and policies. 

(b) To serve as a vehicle for: 

• exchange of information by agencies concerned with corrections 
or related fields. 

• the identification and resolution of inter-agency problems or 
conflicts which have operational implications for policies and 
programs in corrections or related fields. 

• the collection and dissemination of information and views from 
private, community and consumer groups which relate to 
corrections programing. 

(c) To'act as an advisory body to the Minister of Social Services in 
relation to; 

• correction policy options 

• research priorities 

• federally sponsored or federally funded correction projects 

• joint federal-provincial initiatives in corrections 

• service gaps and new program requirements 

• corrections budgets 

• corrections legislation 

(d) To provide a feed back mechanism to the judiciary in relation 
to: 

• sentencing alternatives available to the sentencing jUdge 

• the effectiveness of the various corrections programs III 

rehabilitating different types of offenders. 

6·.6.3 Structure 
It is proposed 

determined as follows; 
that membership on the committee be 

• D~puiyMinister, of Social Services (Chairman) 
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• Director of Corrections 
• Two senior representatives from the Department of the Attorney 

General 

• A representative of the police 

• A representative of the judiciary 

(I A representative of the Department of Health 

• A representative of the Budget Bureau 
The committee would meet monthly or as often as required to 

achieve its objectives. Secretarial services and other support services 
required by the committee would be provided by the Department of 
Social Services. The dominance of Regina-based representation would 
be offset through close contact with regional advisory boards or 
committees, and with regional staff. The rt:;presentatives of the police 
and judiciary would be selected and invited to attend by the 
chairman. Representatives of native organizations, John Howard 
Society, federal agencies and the private sector would be invited to 
participate by the chairmG1~'l from time to time after consultation with 
the committee and depending on the matters to be discussed. 

The committee is restricted by its terms of reference to 
corrections and to areas of interface of corrections with various 
subsystems of criminal justice. It must perform an advisory function in 
relation to corrections and other agencies. 

It is expected, however, that the members appointed by 
g~"ernment departments would be senior representatives who would 
be able to fully and clearly express positions on the various issues to be 
considered by the committee and, to some extent at least, be in a 
position to commit their departments to decisions agreed upon so that 
agreements would have implications for necessary executive action. 
The activities of the committee would not preclude continuing 
bilateral communications and teamwork at all levels of criminal 
justice-corrections operations. 

6.6 .4 Priorz'ties 
There is obviously a wide range of correctional topics or issues 

which might be dealt with by the committee in keeping with the broad 
terms of reference set out earlier. The particular task to be performed 
and the procedure to be followed in each area would be determined by 
the committee itself based on its analysis of individual circumstances. 
During the past two years, various joint projects have been successfully 
carried out by the Social Services and Attorney General's 
Departments. These include the development of geographic 
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sente?cing a?d temporary absence policies, and preliminary work on 
the fme optIon program. These suggest other areas in which the 
committee might perform a useful co-ordinating function. The more 
immediate priorities for consideration include: 

• a review of the proposed long range plan for corrections and its 
implications, including a review of the corrections budget. 

• the implementation of the fine option program. 

• the diversion of certain persons or groups from the criminal justice 
and corrections process into alternative programs. 

• a review of community corrections programing and its 
implications for criminal justice. 

• the role of volunteers i.n corrections. 

• the ~evelopment of an integrated, compatible and effective infor
matIon system related to the offender. 

• further consolidation of temporary absence and parole policies. 

• programs which would provide constructive alternatives to 
sentenced offenders. 

• remand facilities and programs, and their relationship to the 
court process. 

• review of corrections programing in relation to: native offenders, 
youth offenders, alcoholism and drug abuse, emotionally 
disturbed offenders. 

• the development of a unified approach to crime prevention 
programing by all concerned agencies. . 

The committees' terms of reference could also be broadened to 
include matters of particular concern to the Social Services and 
Attorney-General's Departments (i.e. family courts, legal aid 
prograI?' the ~es~rted Wives and Children's Maintenance Act), 
but whIch bear mdirectly on corrections. The alternative would be to 
develop a separate interdepartmental mechanism to deal with such 
matters. 

6.7 Corrections and the private sector 
The correctional system encompasses, in addition to the 

gove~nment progr~ms outlined in. the plan, a wide variety of services 
prOVIded ?~ ~he p~Ivate.sector whic? is composed of groups or agencies 
whose aCtiVitIeS, eIther m whole or m part, are devoted to correctional 
concerns. The private subsystem includes such organizations as the 
John Howarti Society, the Saskatchewan Criminology. and Corrections 
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Association, and the various ex-offender and self-help groups which 
focus exclusively on correctional matters. It also includes various 
organizations such as the Salvation Anny and other church groups, 
service clubs and chambers of commerce which may now or at some 
point in the future' direct some part of their effort to correctional 
projects, interests or concerns. Any long-tenn corrections plan which 
purports to be system-oriented must relate to the activities of these 
agencies and to the changing areas of interface between the 
government and private sectors. 

Corrections needs a viable and independent private component 
to balance and monitor as well as complement departmental programs 
and services. It is also needed for experimentation in new program 
areas and to provide direct service in certain areas where 
departmental programs are not particularly well suited or equipped. 
This kind of involvement will be essential if the program emphasis 
suggested in the plan is to be either achieved or maintained. 

Accordingly, it is assumed that general policy guidelines 
governing relationships between the departmental program and the 
private sector are required and will be developed through a continuing 
process of consultation between the department and private agencies. 
Such a policy, it is hoped, would promote a broad, co-ordinated ap
proach to correctional problems by all concerned agencies, while at 
the same time preserving as far as possible the freedom of the private 
sector to independently plan its own programs and carry out its 
functions in an unimpeded fashion. There is a presumption that 
initiatives will be undertaken by the department to review the 
proposed plan with private agencies, either individually or 
collectively, with special attention to the implications of the plan for 
the private sector. 

Insofar as government funding of private programs is involved, 
it is proposed that the department reserve a portion of its budget for 
this purpose. These funds would be allocated on the basis of contracts 
to be negotiated with individual groups or agencies interested in 
providing specific types of direct service or in undertaking 
experimental projects. Priority would be given to services or programs 
which are consistent with the principles and objectives of the 
corrections plan and which are innovative and non-duplicative in 
terms of existing programs and services. 

In summary, the corrections plan is based on a presumption 
that the private sector will have a continuing and, perhaps, 
increasingly important role to play in the provision of correctional 
service. From a departmental viewpoint, the areas of greatest 
potential contribution are primary prevention and community 
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corrections since these are the areas in which there is much still to be 
learned and done. However, it is difficult for the department to 
predict in advance the specific fonn of private initiatives in these areas 
or to anticipate how they might be appropriately performed. In the 
final analysis the answers to these questions must be determined in 
large part - both individually and collectively - by the private 
groups and agencies themselves. 

6.8 Five year phase-in proposals 
6.8.1 Introductory notes 

Throughout this section, two alternatives are provided for 
capital construction (custodial facilities). Other phase-in proposals are 
the same. 

A lternative one,' assumes that some alternate use is made of 
Pine Grove (other than as a provincial correctional facility); for 
example, it could be utilized by the Federal Penitentiary Service. 

A lternative two: assumes that it will become necessary to use 
Pine Grove as a provincial facility for males who require a high degree 
of security, (This appears to be the most appropriate provincial use of 
Pine Grove in terms of geography, program and economics, but would 
require some additional construction of recreational and shop 
facilities. ) 

While the foUowing is the basic implementation proposal, 
there may be some need for minor modification in timing or 
programing of some proposed services, as dictated by the ongoing 
evaluation process. 

6.8.2 Implementation priorities,' first year 
1. The phase-in of voluntary community service projects which 

provide an alternative to incarceration in default of payment of 
fines should begin with three pilot projects, which will then be 
expanded to provide similar programs throughout the province. 
(These projects will be subject to continuing development until all 
persons unable to pay fines will have a realistic alternative to 
incarceration. It is anticipated that this project will be developed 
in the first year; however, it will probably be necessary. to do 
further development and modification in the following year. 

2. Definite program plans for each type of corrections program 
should be completed by departmental staff after consultation with 
inmates, ex-inmates, police, judicial officials, staff of the Attorney 
-General's Department, and other interested parties. Particular 
emphasis should be placed on developing programs to fulfill the 
needs of offenders of Indian or Metis origin. 
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3. In conjunction with the above, particular emphasis should be 
placed on developing probation services which are more 
appropriately programed, staffed, and deployed to meet the needs 
of native offenders who might benefit from probation with super
vision. This will likely require the recruitment of some probation 
officers in the first year; in the long-term however, the effect
iveness of the probation service should be subject to rigorous ev
aluation. Any redeployment or addition of staff should be con
s~dered. in the context of total correctional services in the province 
(~ncludmg volunteer probation officers and private agency ser
VIces), and the whole range of community programs (including 
community aspects of institutional programs, community-resi
dences and hostels, and fine option programs). 

4. In order to allow for the development of a responsive and flexible 
management and evaluative information system, major 
developmental efforts mu.st be made in year one. The information 
systems (probation and provincial correctional centres) can be 
modified in order to provide some of the required information; 
h?wever, an acceptable system should be developed in conjunction 
With court and police reporting systems required by the Attorney 
General's Department. This will require close co-operation 
between the Department of Social Services, the Attorney General's 
Department, Statistics Canada, and the Ministry of the Solicitor 
General in order to avoid duplication of efforts and a proliferation 
of unnecessary paper work. Ideally, this process might have been 
completed under the auspices of an agency such as the Master 
Planning Council recommended in the Saskatchewan Corrections 
Study Committee Report, 1971; however, compatible systems 
may be developed through close Hason of somewhat independent 
efforts. 

5. Two more community correctional facilities should be established 
- one in MooseJaw and one in Yorkton. 

6. Planning and design of the three remand centres for males should 
be completed (Prince Albert capacity: 15. Saskatoon capacity: 
15. Regina capacity: 60.) . 

7. Planning and design of a 20-bed custodial facility for women, 
located in Saskatoon, should be completed. 

8. l)lanning and design of two custodial facilities for males should be 
completed - Qne located in Prince Albert and one in Saskatoon. 
Alternative one: (no use of Pine Grove by province) Prince Albert 
capacity: 75. Saskatoon capacity: 80. 
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Alternative two: (Pine Grove providing province-wide service for 
males in provincial programs who require high security). Prince 
Albert capacity: 60. Saskatoon capacity: 65. Pine Grove 
capacity: 70. 
If alternative two is selected it will also be necessary to plan reno
vations for Pine Grove. 

9. Programs such as inmate participation in community sports 
programs, vocational programs and community college programs 
should be actively promoted. 

10. The possibility of developing a better integrated and more 
effective correctional service system through contracting for 
specific required services from private agencies should be 
thoroughly reviewed and implemented in the second and third 
years as appropriate. 

11. Camp programs and various community involvement activities 
should be expanded. 

12. An interagency mechanism, the Saskatchewan Corrections Co
ordinating Committee, should be established to better integrate 
planning, delivery, and evaluation of correctional services across 
the broad relevant areas of criminal justice and of social 
development which impinge directly on prevention, custody and 
rehabilitation. 

6.8.3 Implementation priori#es: second year 
1. Continued development of the voluntary work service program as 

an alternative to incarceration in default of payment of fines. This 
process should involve only minor modifications and, therefore 
should require minimal new funding. 

2. A volunteer probation officer program should be implemented. 

3. Construction of the three remand facilities should be completed. 

4. Construction of the Saskatoon custodial facility for women should 
be completed. 

5. Two community correctional facilities for women will be 
established. (One in Regina with a capacity of 8 to 10; and one in 
Prince Albert with a capacity, of 8 to 10). 

6. Construction of male correctional facilities m Saskatoon and 
Prince Albert should be almost completed. 

7. Development of community correctional programs in the Meadow 
Lake-Loon Lake area. Programs which appear particularly 
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. worthy 'of consideration are reforestation projects and low-rental 
housing construction. 

8. Development of educationally oriented programing for 
. coml,l1unity correctio~l £aciliti.es-. particularly in Saskatoon, 

Regina and MooseJaw. 

9'. q~mp programs and various community involvement activities 
should be expandeq. 

10. Probation hostels should be established in Regina, Saskatoon and 
Prince Alben, on a self-supporting basis except for the cost of 
providing the pro bation services. 

6.8.4 Implementatzon prz'orz'tz'es: tht'rd year 
1. Continuation of programing implemented lIT the two previous 

years 

2. Continuation of community correctional programing develop
ment and implementation as required and feasible. 

3. Construction of the male correctional facilities in Saskatoon and 
Prince Albert should be completed, and the existing correctional 
centre in Prince Albert should be demolished. 

4. Conduct an 
programing 
projections. 

extensive evaluation of the effectiveness of new 
and the accuracy of program requirements 

6.8.5 Implementatz'on prz'orz'tz'es: fourth year 
1. Maintenance of existing programs. 

2.' Maintenance of management and evaluative information systems. 

3. Phase-out of a 120-bed unit at Regina Provincial Correctional 
Centre. 

6.8.6 Implementatz'on prz'orz'tz'es: fifth year 
1. Assuming that the first four years of the plan have been 

approximately in accord with projections, plan and design a 
replacement custodial facility for males in Regina. Alternativi 
one: (no use of Pine Grove by province) Regina capacity; 140. 
Alternative two: (Pine Grove providing province-wide services for 
males in provincial programs who require high security). Regina 
capacity: 110. 
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6.8.7 Implementatz'on pr£orz'tz'es: sixth year 
1. Continued development of programing in accord with findings of 

the evaluative system, changing serviee needs of client groups and 
ch~mging needs of the total community . 

2. Construction of the custodial facility for males in Regina. 

6.8.8 Capacz'ty of facz'litz'es by year Lhree 
Alternative . one: the capacity of provincial cOl:re~tional 

programs for males incarcerated under direct sentence will·be 714 
individuals. This is composed of 455 custodial places and 259 
community living places. 

Alternative two; dLe capacity of provincial correctional 
programs for males under direct sentence will be 754;· individual, 
places. This is composed of 495 custodial places and 259 community 
living places, In addition there will be 90 spaces in remand facilities, 
plus fine option programing to remove the average of 75 to 80 males 
per day incarcerated for non-payment of fines. 

By year three, the province will have a higher corrections 
programming capacity (but not utilization) than has ever been 
required in the past. It will then be possible to review the progress on 
new programing and .make necessary modifications in implementi~g 
further new programs (including construction of a facility for males in 
Regina and de!l1olition of the existing Regina Correctional. Centre). 

(See Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3) 

6.8.9 Capacz'ty of facz'lz'tz'es by year six 
Total custodial capacity for males will be 295 places under 

Alternative one and 305 places under Alternative two, with an average 
daily utilization of 235, and capacity of community living places will 
be about 295 places, with an average daily utilization of about 235. 

By year six the community living environments will have a 
highly flexible capacity because the services are easily expanded or 
contracted by opening or closing facilities which do not involve capital 
expenditures. 

Custodial facilities may also be made highly flexible by 
building such facilities as a group of independent units around a 
central service core. This allows temporary closure of units as dictated 
by service demand, or addition of units if required. The latter 
necessitates a small additional expenditure on slightly overbuilding 
central facilities when each of the custodial facilities is constructed. 
This will involve minimal expenditures and will enhance long-term 
program flexibility. 
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TABLE 6.1 

Correctional facility utilization projections (alternative one) 

Direct sentence only (by location of sentencing coun) 

Present Year Year Year Year Year Year 
one two three four five six 

North Catchment Prince Albert Avg. 86 86 66 
Area Correctional Centre Max. 110 110 86 
Court Sentences (existing facility) Cap. * * * 

Prince Albert Avg. 60 60 60 60 
Correctional Centre Max. 75 75 75 75 

00 (new facility) Cap. 75 75 75 75 
0 

Community Avg. 34 34 54 60 60 60 60 

programing- Max. 40 40 64 75 75 75 75 
Cap. 40 40 64 75 

Total Avg. 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 
Max. 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 

Cap. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Central Prince Albert Avg. 107 102 82 
Catchment Area Correctional Centre Max. 129 129 105 
Court Sentences (existing facility) Cap. * * * 

Saskatoon Avg. 65 65 65 65 
Correctional Centre Max. 80 80 80 80 

(new facility) Cap. 80 80 80 80 

Community Avg. 23 28 48 65 65 65 65 
programing Max. 31 31 55 80 80 80 80 

Cap. 31 31 55 80 
Total Avg. 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 

Max. 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 
Cap. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

South Regina Avg. 182 162 162 142 122 no 
Catcl1ment Area Correctional Centre Max. 236 212 212 188 164 140 
Court Sentences (existing facility) Cap. 300 300 300 300 180 180 

Regina Avg. no 
Correctional Centre Max. 140 
(new facility) Cap. 140 

00 
I-' Community Avg.· 38 58 58 78 98 llO no 

programing Max. 44 68 68 92 116 140 140 
Cap. 44 68 68 92 116 140 

Total Avg. 220 220 220 220 220 220 220 
Max~ 280 280 280 280 280 280 280 
Cap. 344 368 368 404 

Provincial Custodial Avg. 375 350 310 255 235 235 235 
Total Max. 475 448 403 331 295 295 295 

Cap. 550 550 550 455 335 335 295 
Community Avg. 95 120 160 215 235 235 235 
programing Max. 115 139 187 259 295 295 295 

Cap. 115 139 187 259 



Total Avg. 470 470 470 470 470 470 470 

Max. 590 590 590 590 590 590 590 

Cap. 665 689 737 714 

* Tl)tal capacity about 250 

+ Total capacity about 70 

Legend - Average = Avg. 

Maximum = Max. 

Capacity = Cap. 

00 
Nl 

TABLE 6.2 
Correctional facility utilization projections (alternative two) 

Direct sentence in custodial facilities only (by location of sentencing court) 

Present Year Year Year Year Year Year 
one two three four five six 

North Prince Albert Avg. 86 86 66 

Catchment Area Correctional Centre Max. no no 86 

CO~J.rt Sentences (existing facility) Cap. * * * 
Prince Albert Avg. 48 48 48 48 

Correctional Centre Max. 60 60 60 60 

(new facility) Cap. 60 60 60 60 

Pine Grove Avg. 12 12 12 12 
Max. 15 15 15 15 
Cap. + + + + 

Total Avg. 86 86 66 60 60 60 60 
Max. no 110 86 75 75 75 75 
Cap. 

Central Prince Albert Avg. 107 102 82 
Catchment Area Correctional Centre Max. 129 129 105 
Court Sentences (existing fac\lity) Cap. * * * 

Saskatoon Avg. 53 53 53 53 
Correctional Centre Max. 65 "65 65 65 

00 
(new facility) Cap.' 65 65 65 65 

(JO Pine Grove Avg. 12 12 12 12 
Max. 15 15 15 15 
Cap. + + + + 

Total Avg. 107 102 82 65 65 65 65 
Max. 129 129 105 80 80 80 80 
Cap. 

South Regina Avg. 182 162 162 118 98 86 
Catchment Area Correctional Centre Max. 236 212 212 158 134 110 
Court Sentences (existing facility) C'-'p. 300 300 300 300 180 180 

Regina Avg. 86 
Correctional Centre Max. 110 
(new facility) Cap. 110 
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Pine Grove Avg. 24 24 24 24 

Max. 30 30 30 30 

Cap. + + + + 
Total Avg. 182 162 162 142 122 no no 

Max. 236 212 212 188 1~4 140 140 

Cap. 

Provincial Custodial Avg. 375 350 . 310 255 235 235 235 

Total Facilities Max. 475 448 403 331 295 295 295 

Cap. 550 550 550 495 375 375 305 

* Total capacity about 250 

+ Total capacity about 70 

00 Legend - Average = Avg. ,.p.. 

Maximum = Max. 

Capacity = Cap. 

TABLE 6.3 
Correctional facility utilization projections (by facility) 

Direct sentence only (males) 

Present Year Year Year Year Year Year 
one two three four five. six 

Alternative Prince Albert Avg. 193 188 148 
one Correctional Centre Max. 239 239 191 

(existing facility) Cap. 250 250 250 

" ." -, .~ .. ~, - ~ .. ' 

Prince Albert Avg. 60 60 60 60 
Correctional Centre Max. 75 75 75 75 
(new facility) Cap. 75 75 . 75 75 
Saskatoon Avg. 65 65 65 65 -
Correctional Centre Max. 80 80 - 80 80 
(new facility) Cap. 8.0 80 80 80 _ 
Regina Avg. 182 162 162 142 122 .' 110 
Correctional Centre Max. 236 212 212 188 164 140 
(existing facility) Cap. 300 300 300 300 180 180 
Regina Avg. 110 
Correctional Centre Max. 140 

00 
(new facility) Cap. 140 

CJl Total Avg. 375 350 310 255 235 235 235 
Custodial Max. 475 448 403 331 .295 295 295 

Cap. 550 550 550 455 335 335 295·' 
Total Avg. 95 120 160 215 235 235 235 
Community Max. 115 139 187 259 295 295 295 

Cap. 115 139 187 259 
Alternative Prince Albert Avg. 193 188 148 
two Correctional Centre Max. 239 239 191 

(existing facility) Cap. 250 250 250 
Prince Albert Avg. 48 48 48 48 
Correctional Centre Max. 60 60 60 60 
(new facility) Cap. 60 60 60 60 
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Staffing 

7.1 Staffing for custody and rehabilitation 
Traditionally, the staffing policy for correctional centreS has 

. tended to follow the legislated division of purpose, namely custody and 
rehabilitation. Correctional centre staff have been recruited and 
trained either as custodial officers or as treatment staff. The role of. 
the custodial personnel has traditionally been that of observation and 
management for the major purpose of maintaining the security of the 
facility. On the other hand, it has been the function of the 
"professional" staff to rehabilitine the offender. Such a staffing model 
was and is predicated on the assumption that good security is a static 
function, and that rehabilitation can only be effected by means of a 
psychoanalytic approach. Within the context of such an approach, 
staffing ratios were developed on the basis that one custodial officer 
could observe and control a given number of inmates (most frequently 
the number of inmates was determined by the architecture of the 
facility), and one psychiatrist, psuchologist or social worker could 
manage a case10ad of a given size. At the same time, it was assumed 
that the "professional therapist" could not perform the custodial 
function nor could the custodial staff perform the rehabilitative 
function. 

More than a decade of experience has indicated clearly that 
such an approach is fallacious. It has been proven on the one hand 
th?t static security is not effective and frequently leads to riots and 
disturbances and, on the other hand, that rehabilitative programs are 
not effective in isolation from the environment in which the inmate 
lives. The recognition of this fact has arisen not only in the corrections 
field, but also in many other human service programs. For example, 
in Saskatchewan, this concept is embodied in living amd learning 
experiences being developed for the handicapped (Core Services 
Administration), or the phasing out of large institutional mental 
asylums and the development of community-based mental health 
services. 

It is apparent that Saskatchewan Correctional Programs are 
not likely to attain acceptable levels of success until they are 
specifically directed toward enhancing the individual client's ability 
to function in an acceptably responsible manner. While a custodial 
environment is by definition a "non-norma}" living environment, 
there is substantial evidence that small living units, in which all staff 
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members are part of the rehabilitative team, provide a more 
appropriate rehabilitative milieu than the segmented custody-versus
treatment approach traditionally used in our institutions. Through 
the medium of small living environments, inmates can, with the 
ongoing (J,nd dynamic involvement of staff, develop more positive 
relationships, patterns of problem solving and' behavior. Such a 
rehabilitative model allows no room for a division between custody 
and treatment. It recognizes the essential contribution of all staff with 
various levels of training and experience, and it brings them into 
unison through the team approach. 

In order to enhance the rehabilitative effects of corrections 
programs, to en{;ourage more effective utilization of existing 
community resources, and to allow for greater continuity in the 
provision of services to clients (before, during and after involvement in 
the corrections service system), the following staffing requirements are 
projected. 

7;2 "ecurity facilities 
By virtue of the change in emphasis from staff "observation" 

and "treatment" of the inmate to staff-inmate involvement, a shift in 
staffing ratios is essential. Whereas in the past it was~possible for one 
staff member to "observe" 25 inmates and for another to "treat" 50 it 
is simply not possible to .have an appropriate program involvement 
with these larger groups. In order to bring about any kind of 
meaningful dynamic program on a small unit basis, the existing 
institutional staffing ratios will have to be roughly doubled. 
Considering all such factors such as daily shifts, staff inness, weekends, 
statutory holidays and training, together with the staffing of all 
central services including food services, administrative and clerical 
functions, an over-all one-to-lOne staff-inmate ratio is indicated. A 
recent study tour of the Scandinavian Countries pointed out a staff
inmate ratio, almost without exception, of one-to-one. Closer '1:0 

home, we find the Canadian Penitentiary Service rapidly moving to a 
one-to-one ratio in federal penitentiaries. The current ratio in Sask
atchewan Correctional Centres is one staff member to 2.5 inmates. 
inmates. 

This is particularly important since, as more offenders are 
diverted to community-based programs, the residual position of 
correctional centres in relation to other correctional' programs will be 
intensified. By and large, the offenders housed there will require 
significant controls, and will be serving longer sentences. They will 
also in many ways present the most difficult, complex and challenging 
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correctional problems. Staffing will have to provide for the more 
intensive programing required. 

Staff members should be assigned on a more or less permanent 
basis (one to three years to a specific unit) within the facilities. This will 
promote continuity of services to incarcerated individuals during their 
incarceration, as well as enhancing the development of service teams. 

The total staff component of these facilities should be 
enhanced to enable more effective service delivery, and to provide 
adequate time for necessary staff training. In order to effect this, it is 
recommended that staff in such facilities be increased to a ratio of 
one staff mem ber for each inmate - based on an average daily count. 
daily count. 

That is, by year four, men's custodial facilities should have a 
total staff com plement of 235. 

7.3 Community living environments 
(See Table 7.1) 
Because community living programs will rely on utilization of 

resources in the community, it will only be necessary to provide a basic 
supervisory staffing component, which requires about one staff mem
ber for each 212 participants, based on average daily count. 

Particular attention should be given to the unique needs of 
correctional camps. Traditionally, these camps have been marginal 
extensions of correctional centres and, as such, have had a selected 
group of offenders. In addition, the camps have, almost without ex
ception, been located in remote or sparsely populated areas. This 
physical isolation has, in turn, provided a basic level of static security, 
which has meant that correctional camps could get by with fewer staff. 
It was not unusual to find one staff member supervising 15 to 20 in
mates in a number of remote locations. Needless to say, the staff mem
ber in such a situation had a major responsibility, and was only able to 
supervise in as much as the inmates allowed. (One man, without 
assistance, would not have much of a chance to control 15 inmates, if 
they decided to resist.) It is a testimony in favor of the client respon
sibility concept that such situations have been extremely rare. 

In recent years, as the emphasis has changed to increased staff
inmate group participation in camp programs, staffing ratios were 
changed not by adding staff, but by reducing the size of the camps, 
thus reducing the scope of the programs. 

Since many of t.he inmates in camp programs have been among 
a small number of the most suitable and least demanding offenders in 
terms of staff time for a program of this kind, it can be expected that 
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as the program is expanded substantially as an alternative to secure 
custodial facilities, the camp inmate population will require a higher 
staff ratio than has been dictated by past experience. 

It is estimated on this basis that the same one to 2.5 staff-in
mate ratio which applies to community residences would also provide 
adequate staffing for correctional camps. 

That is, by year four men's community living environments 
should have a total staff complement of 94. 

7.4 Probation 
In line with the recommendations of the Saskatchewan Correc

tions Study Report (and most corrections literature) it is recom
mended that the maximum caseload for each probation officer be 50 
units. 

It is not possible to precisely predict the effect of new com
munity corrections programing on probation staffing requir.ements. 
However, it is clear that probation officers, as corrections field staff, 
will have a major role in the development and operationalization of 
community corrections programs which are relevant to their com
munity. Undoubtedly, the performance of this role will place ad
ditional demands on their time and, thus, a requirement for increased 
staffing in some areas. 

Considering more immediate factors such as an expansion in 
probation services to reservations and more extensive use of volunteer 
probation officers, it is possible to suggest that by year four the total 
staff complement of probation services to males and females wil be 
between 60 and 80. This figure, of course, may be revised as programs 
develop and their effects on staffing requirements can be more 
adequately evaluated. 

7.5 Remand facilities 
(See ~igure 7.1) 
Because remand facilities are primarily custodial and justice 

oriented in nature, they will not require a rehabilitative component 
similar to the security facilities. However, the high visi'tation rate, as 
well as the large numbers of admissions and discharges associated with 
this type of facility, will still necessitate a staffing ratio of about one 
staff to one inmate, based on an average daily count. It should be 
noted, however, that it may be necessary to staff the Saskatoon and 
Prince Albert facilities. (which are relatively small) with a slightly 
higher staff ratio to provide an acceptable round-the-clock staffing. 

That is, by year four, men's remand facilities should have a 
total staff compliment of about 55 to 65. 
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7.6 Women's programs 
(See Figure 7.1) 
Because the demand for women's correctional services is so low 

that it was necessary to design small programs in those cases where 
such programing cannot be provided in conjunction with men's 
programing, it may not be realistic to run women's security programs 
or community living experiences with the same staff ratios as similar 
programs for males. 

For this reason it may be necessary to provide about 15 sta.ff for 
the women's custodial facility. 

, That is, by year three, the total staff complement for women's 
security programs will be about 12 to 15. The total staff complement 
for women's community living experience will probably be about 10 to 
12. 

Table 7.1 

Staffing requirements for Saskatchewan Corrections Programs 

Preferred staffing - OPTION 1 - (l: 1 Custodial and 
Remand staff/Client ratio) 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Men's - Custodial 235 235 235 

- Remand 255 + 55-65 55-65 55-65 
- Community 37 94 94 94 

Women's - Custodial 12-15 12-15 12-15 12-15 
-Community 20 10-12 10-12 10-12 10-12 

Combined - Probation 39* 60-80 60-80 60-80 
(male & female) 

- Fine option NA 3 3 1 

Total Staff 350 467-502 467-502 

• Does not include clerical service positions which are located within the regions 

+ Includes 30 temporary staff positions. but does not include 11 staff at camps who are budgeted 
for in correctional centre estimates (these 11 are included in "community" category) 
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Table 7.2 

Staffing requirements for Saskatchewan Corrections Programs 

Minimum staffing-OPTION 2- (2:3 Custodial and 
Remand staff/Client ratio) 

Year 1 Year2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Men's - Custodi al 157 157 157 
- Remand 255 + 37 37 37 
- Community 37 94 94 94 

Womell's -. Custodial 12 12 12 12 
- Community 20 10 10 10 10 

Combined - Probation 39* 60· 
(male and female) 

- Fine option NA 3 3 1 1 1 

Total Staff 350 371 

• Does not include clerical service positions which are located within the regions 

+ Includes 30 temporary staff positions. but does not include 11 staff at camps who ar!' hudg('(ed 
for in correctional center estimates (these 11 are included in "community" category) 

7.7 Basis for staffing assumptions 
The above staff projections are based on three major assump-

tions: 

• In order to provide round-the-clock supervision (and accounting 
for holidays, sick leave, weekends and training) it is necessary to 
have a minimum of five full-time staff members assigned to any 
one full-time program. 

• Community-living environment programing will rely on non
departmental resources almost exclusively for the provision of 
services other than basic supervision. 

• Custodial programs will utilize community resources or contract
ual resources to a considerable extent, but it will still be necessary 
to provide an adequate level of staffing to maintain a rehabilita
tive teamwork environment. 

Because of the first assumption, it is apparent that community 
programs and women's programs will require a one to 2.5 staff to 
client ratio because of program and economic size limitations. 

The one to one staff to client ratio in custodial and remand 
facilities may be questioned on the grounds that adoption of this 
policy would result in considerable staffing cost increases. Alternately, 
it may be argued that corrections programs have been understaffed 
and should be improved in line with the one to one ratio generally ac
cepted for psychiatric programing, which is similar to corrections 
programing in its rehabilitative and custodial functions. 
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Since over-all staffing ratios require high level policy and 
programing decisions, and since it is not possible to determine staffing 
ratios for specific programs until detailed program designs are ap
proved, it is suggested that general staffing guidelines may be adop
ted, but that each request for specific program staffing approval 
should be weighed on its own merits. Because it is difficult to justify 
the proposed custodial staff ratios without specific program 
facility designs, and for illustrative purposes, a second staffing option 
is provided in Table 7.2 based on a two to three staff to client ratio in 
custodial and remand facilities. 

These two staffing options should be viewed as general 
guidelines which are subject to program and policy decisions con
cerning operational program plans as submitted for implementation. 
It is emphasized that the option presented in Table 7.2 is an absolute 
minimal option, which may not in fact permit the implementation of 
the concepts developed in this report. 

7.8 Staff training 
The implementation of a new philosophy in our correctional 

services must include particular consideration of and for existing staff. 
Since many of our staff have been in the system for many years, an ex
tensive training and re-training program will be necessary to assist all 
staff to put the new philosophy into practice. At the same time, there 
may be a few who cannot adapt to the new program, so that con
sideration will have to be given to finding alternate employment for 
them and, in some cases, probably re-training for a new field of em
ployment. 

Staff training and re-training cannot be adequately provided 
for, even in a relatively constant program, without building a staff 
training component directly into both staffing and resource allocation 
policies. When rapid change is involved, the need for the integration 
of training with management is even more crucial. A properly in
tegrated approach to training should come to be seen as an inherent 
occupational responsibility and opportunity. 

Proposals for a systematic approach to correctional staff 
training are presently under development. The system which emerges 
will have the following characteristics: 

1. It will provide for a comprehensive two-way exchange of the pro
posals contained in this report. 

2. It will be effectiveness-oriented in terms of enhancing each person's 
ability to achieve the objectives set out for corrections, and In 

terms of relating training content to successful approaches. 
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3. It will provide for a broad range of correctional staff at all levels, 
and in all program areas, and will include self-help, volunteer 
and private agency workers. 

4. It will attempt to promote a continuity of objectives and concepts. 

5. It will provide for integration of staff development in areas which 
are closely related, at the same time allowing for specific staff 
development in specialized program and functional areas. 

The entire training program will be based on systematic 
interrelated" training series, both common and specific, on an on
going basis. All such series will integrate· both theOl-etical ·and 
practical training into one unified task-oriented stream. Flexibility 
will be an important feature, to allow for continuing changes in 
correctional approaches themselves. Various methods· will be required 
to lessen staffing problems during periods when major staff training 
sessions are taking place in a particular program or geographic area. 
Regular training sessions will be presented in Regina, Prince Albert 
and Saskatoon on a rotational basis so as to obtain a good cross
fertilization from staff encounters. 

The training program will have to accommodate the particular 
requirements of long-time staff members in the form of "refresher"
training, both initially with respect to the proposed major change in 
direction, and on an on-going basis thereafter. For more recent 
university-trained staff members, it will have to complement their 
professional training with a pragmatic task-oriented training program 
based on the particular objectives, approaches and features of Sask
atchewan Corrections Programs. Staff without previous specialized 
training will need assistance with the necessary conceptualization and 
understanding of program dynamics, in the field of corrections. It 
should be mandatory that certain staff training be completed prior to 
the expiratipn of an employee's pro bationary period. 

It should be evident from the above that the development and 
maintenance of such a training effort is a complex and difficult 
undertaking. It is further complicated by the requirement that we 
should not duplicate or overlap in a major way the programs of 
existing educational institutions. It will be necessary first to develop a 
relatively clear outline of various training components, and then to 
negotiate and/or contract some of these with established providers of 
training, both institutions and individual productive resource persons 
in the community. Only when this proves impossible will the 
department establish its own training course. 
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In concluding these brief comments on training, it should be 
emphasized that a good deal of training is not a formal classroom or 
even seminar type, but rather takes the form of "on-the-job" training. 
It is essential that the content of the training program be fully 
understood and accepted by management staff at various levels, and 
that all workers and their supervisors should have been exposed to the 
same program content, albeit in different forms. A policy of rotating 
or exchanging staff between different programs would go a long way 
towards bridging communication gaps at various levels. In addition, 
staff at" more senior levels should spend several days each year <l.t the 
field and facility level, working with line staff in contact with clients, 
so as not to lose sight of how corrections is in fact relating to the 
offender and to the community on a day-to-day basis. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Conclusion 

As indicated at the beginning, the corrections plan described is 
intended as a general statement of primary program directions and 
major resource allocations in provincial corrections during the next 
four to six years. Many of the concepts it encompasses are not par
ticularly new and, in fact, were anticipated in the Saskatchewan 
Corrections Study Committee Report (1971) and recent experimental 
programing in the system. What is new, however, is the introduction 
of a broad, long-term strategy for the actual implementation of the 
concepts concerned. As such, it is hoped that it will serve as a stimulus 
to and a gv;de for the considerable detailed planning that will be 
required at all levels, as we continue to develop the programing 
needed to balance, integrate and focus our services in the future. 

There is obviously a degree of risk in attempting to predict, with 
Some certainty, the long term changes likely to occur in a rapidly 
changing society and to plan, in advance, appropriate corrections 
responses to them. Yet, it is a necessary exercise if our system is to be 
prepared, not only to adapt to change, but also to positively affect the 
change process. Moreo'Ver, in this instance, the risks should be 
minimized by the accent on flexibility, the opportunities for citizen in
volvement, the phased implementation strategy, and the requirements 
for effective monitoring and evaluating mechanisms - all of which 
are incorporated in the plan. 

It will be noted that the plan relates mainly to proposed 
programing within the department and makes only passing reference 
to some of the important areas of interface with other social services 
and criminal justice programs. This does not suggest that these mat
ters are of no concern, but rather that they do not fall within the 
specific parameters of this report. l Jt is assumed that close con
sultation and joint planning with other agencies will be essential in 
many areas of common concern as the actual details of developing 
corrections programs in our system are worked out. To that end, the 
plan anticipates the development of appropriate mechanisms to 
promote an ongoing consultative and communication process. 
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It will also be noted that the report places considerable em
phasis in its initial stages on the planning and operationalization of 
alternative institutional facilities. This is a reflection of concern about 
the inadequacy of existing facilities and the planning time that will be 
needed to bring about improvements which are urgent1y required. but 
involve substantial capital investment in this sector. As the plan is 
vrogressively implemented, however, the emphasis will naturally shift 

) the non-institutional sector which involves less costly programing 
dod where, for the most part, less lead time is required for program 
planning and deVelopment. In the meantime, the initial emphasis 
should not obscure the fact that institutional facilities are viewed as a 
residual resource nor that the long-term objective is a reduced rate of 
incarceration. 

I. This report is based on a substantial number of background papers which include 
a good deal of analysis. data and documentation. This background material. 
which contains some important informi\tion which could not be included in the 
report due to space limitations will be consolidated at a later date. 
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